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By ADAM BEAM
Associated Press
FRANKFORT,Ky.(AP) — The federal government is holding
an estimated $200 million of Kentuckians' money, and state
.treasurer Todd Hollenbach wants it back.
The Democrat is pushing legislation in the state General
Assembly that would reclassify about $200 million worth of
unclaimed U.S. savings bonds, making the state of Kentucky the
official owner of the money - modeled after similar legislation in
Kansas.
The bill passed unanimously in the Republican-controlled
state Senate last week. But its fate in the House is uncertain. It is
one of 259 bills that are in limbo as state lawmakers enter the
final week of the 2014 legislative session. Of the 824 bills filed
this year, only 26 have passed both bodies and eight have
become law - a byproduct of Democrats controlling the House
and Republicans controlling the Senate.
"Anything perceived to be of importance to one chamber is
kept (from passing)," said Gene McLean, a veteran statehouse
lobbyist. "You have 60 legislative days and as you've witnessed
not much has happened. nothing really of significance. And
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Chamber eyes membership recruitment
By HAWKINS 'TEAGUE
Staff Writer
The Murray-Calloway County Chamber
of Commerce Board of Directors discussed
strategy for recruiting chamber members
and communicating the value of a membership at its monthly meeting Tuesday.
Jim Taylor, who chairs an ad hoc dues
committee, gave a report on the progress of
formulating a tiered investment model for
chamber members. He said the committee

was currently collecting data on what 17
other chambers have done with tiered dues
packages and what benefits individual
members received, among other information. He said they were comparing the membership benefits offered locally to those others provided.
"Frankly. I'm amazed at how many things
we do here that other chambers aren't doing.
so I'm not sure we're going to be gathering
as much (about benefits) from outside as
much as restructuring and being more sensi-

tive to what we do in this community,"
Taylor said.
Membership and Retention Committee
Chair Karen Welch said the entire board for
the Paducah Area Chamber of Commerce is
heavily involved in recruiting new memL
bers. Even if the Murray-Calloway board
members aren't ready to be quite that
involved, she said she thought they needed
be comfortable at least talking to people

•See Page 2A

Dietz: Efirollment
up at Marray State
By AUSTIN RAMSEY
Staff Writer

II See Page 3A
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Senate passes its version
of two-year state budget
FRANKFORT,Ky.(AP) — The Kentucky Senate pared bond
funding for construction projects and restored operational funding for universities in passing its version of a $20 billion, twoyear state budget Monday, setting the stage for negotiations
with House counterparts.
Senators voted 25-2 to pass a budget featuring several similarities to the spending plan recommended by Gov. Steve
Beshear and passed by the House. Now both chambers must
settle on a final version and complete their biggest task this
year.
Senate and House versions support pumping more money
into the state's main funding formula for kindergarten through
12th-grade classrooms.
Both chambers also endorsed 5 percent funding cuts for many
state agencies. freeing up money for education as Beshear recommended. The competing budget plans each support pay raises for state employees.
Beshear. reacting to the Senate action, said there are some big
differences that negotiators will have to resolve.
"I expect we will come to an agreement before the end of the
session," the Democratic governor said in a statement.
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Daft Forecast
The National Weather Service
Wednesday: Sunny. with a
high near 47 Northeast wind 5
to 7 mph becoming south
southeast in the afternoon
Wednesday Night: Mostly
cloudy with a 20 percent

Murray

chance of showers. A low
around 37. South wind 8 to 11
mph
Thursday: Mostly cloudy
with a 20 percent chance of
ShOwerS. A high near 60.
Breezy, with a south wind 13 to
20 mph, with gusts as high as
28 mph.
Thursday Night: Showers
likely and possibly a thunderstorm. Cloudy, with a low
around 51. South wind around
16 mph. with gusts as high as
23 mph
Friday: Mostly cloudy with a
chance of showers and thunderstorms. A high near 64.
South southwest wind 9 to 14
mph becoming northwest in
the afternoon. Winds could
gust as high as 20 mph.
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Students at Murray State University walk to and from classes in the Quad on the academic
side of campus. Fall enrollment was up 1 percent last year, administrators say, contributing to
a 9 percent boost in public university students in Kentucky.
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•Enrollment in Kentucky's
four-year public universities
reached an all-time high of
128598 students last fall, and
administrator's at Murray State
University say growth there
has contributed to the state's
success.
The Council
on
Postsecondary
Education
released a state headcount
report Tuesday that shows
nearly a decade of steady
enrollment growth. Since
2003, the report states,
Kentucky institutions have
added 10,672 students, making
for an overall 9 percent growth
•See

Page 2A

Mastera, wife,leaving city for Minnesota
By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer
Peyton and Sarah Mastera,
who have both held prominent
positions in the community over
the last few years. will be leaving Murray soon for the Fargo,
N. D. metropolitan area.
Peyton was hired last Saturday
as the city administrator of

Dilworth, Minn. He is currently
the projects administrator for
the City of Murray. Prior to taking that position in 2011, he
worked for about five years as
Planner I in the planning department. Before being hired as a
full-time city employee in
September 2006, Peyton said he
worked there as an intern under
the late Mayor Tom Rushing

and former City Administrator
Don Elias in the spring of 2006.
This was during his last semester earning his master's degree
in public administration at
Murray State University, he
said.
Although he is still working
out the details on his official

II See Page 2A

Peyton and Sarah Mastera

MCCH finance
numbers for Feb.
reported as strong
By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
• Except for a few areas, the
February financial numbers for
County
Murray-Calloway
Hospital were strong.
Chief Financial
MCCH
Officer Dirk Morgan presented
the figures during his monthly
report before the MCCH Board
of Trustees Finance Committee
Tuesday.
The report showed that
MCCH finished the month with
a net income gain of $98,000.
some $261,000 above the projected budget tabulations. That
converts to net income of
$556,000 for the fiscal year so
far, some $1.1 million above
what was budgeted, it was

•See Page 2A
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ANIMAL TALES: John Ham a naturalist with Animal Tales, a Mayfield-based traveling zoo
exhibition for children, shows off this fork-tongued lizard to children at the Murray-Calloway
County Library Tuesday.
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the hospital continued to see its
highest numbers there since incorporating this category into the
From Front
report. MCCH also recorded strong
volume numbers, with all three outreported.
"And the main driver of this is our of-patient radiology areas — X-ray,
continued reduction of operating CT scans and MRIs — all finishing
expenses," Morgan said, reiterating above budget, with X-Rays leading
a theme that has been a top priority that charge at 72 procedures above
of his since he arrived at MCCH in budgeted figures.
Total surgeries were also up 31
November. "Due to that, mainly,
our total operating revenue Is more for the month with total admissions
than $2 million over where we were also finishing 62 above budget_
this time last year and you have to Morgan also reported that the hospital's EB1TDA (earnings before
like that.
Also pleasing was the Days Cash interest, tax, depreciation and amoron Hand category, where MCCH tization), which shows how much
made a two-day increase to 119 as free cash flow is available before

payments are made on various
fronts, had MCCH at $884,000 in
February, some $330,000 above
budget and $2.3 million above last
year's mark.
The only real downer, Morgan
said, came in the form of a normalizing hit that he said came as a
result of a Medicare cost reports
from 2010 being reopened.
-When we first looked at it, we
saw we had a pickup of $350.000
and figured,'Wow' This is great,—
Morgan said Well, then a couple
of weeks ago we get a letter in relation to 2010 about outlier thresholds
to the hospital's rehab unit. It said
we were over by $600000.
"The bottom line is that was over
their threshold, and that's something we're seeing a lot now. It's
possible we can get that figure
down and we're still working with
our cost report people to do that.
Special to the Ledger
qualify.
Right now, when all is said and
Murray-Calloway
Jerry Penner, CEO of MCCH, done, we've taken a hit of
County
Hospital will host a free commu- will present information on the $150,000."
nity seminar at 11:30 am.,Friday importance of enrolling into the
Morgan, however, added that this
for uninsured individuals still healthcare exchange and how it could work in reverse in several
needing to sign up for the affects MCCH as a community instances for MCCH in the next
Kentucky Healthcare Exchange not for profit hospital.
several months with the results
Program.
Open enrollment for healthcare potentially being significant payThe seminar will be held in the coverage ends Monday. For Tore backs to the hospital.'
private dining rooms of the information
about
kynect
Morgan also said he will be keepMCCH campus. Those rooms are (Kentucky's
Healthcare ing a close eye on how the
located on the first floor of the Connection Marketplace) visit Medicaid/health exchange signups
North Tower next to the cafeteria. kynectly.gov or call 1-855-459- affect MCCH. He said early findThe Kynect marketplace offers 6328.
ings indicate a downward trend
several healthcare coverage
A light lunch will also be when it comes to revenues obtained
options. It also allows individuals offered as a part of the lunch and from self-pay patients; where
to compare and select insurance learn. To reserve a spot, or for MCCH was receiving about a $1
plans and find out what programs more information about the million a month before the signup
like Medicaid or the Kentucky Kentucky Healthcare Exchange period began, he said that has
Children's Health Insurance seminar
contact
MCCH dropped to $670,000 in the last
Program for which they may Marketing at 270-762-1381.
month.
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Penner hosts Medicaid/Exchange
seminar Friday at MCCH
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NOW OPEN FOR THE. SEASON!
Serving Breakfast, Lunch & Dinner
Open 8 a.m.-8 p.m. Tuesday through Sunday
Closed Mondays
Located Approx. 15 miles South of Murray off HWY 121

270-436-5496

www.cypressspringsresort.com
Still Owned & Operated by the Williams Family
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CONFEDERATE HISTORY MONTH PROCLAMATION: Calloway County Judge-Executive
Larry Elkins and City of Murray Mayor Bill Wells signed a proclamation Tuesday declaring April
as Confederate History and Heritage Month in the community. Members of Sons of
Confederate Veterans Fort Heiman Camp 1834 and the Daughters of the Confederacy were
in attendance for the ceremony as well. Shown are, front from left, Elkins and Wells. Back from
left are Irving Parker, Clyde Tidwell, Sandy Forrest, Brenda Call, John Young, Frances
Spillman, Barbara Smotherman, Jeremiah Litchfield, Victor Lee Litchfield and Barry Grogan.
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MSU...
From Front

1111 Chamber...
the recent partial collapse of the
building downtown caused
businesses that are not chamber
members to realize that the
chamber was promoting all
businesses — not just members
— in an effort to get the public
to come back downtown to
patronize the establishments
there.
Jason Billington gave a report
on
behalf of Advocacy
Committee Chair Marc Peebles.
He said the,conunittee had put
together checklist guide for new
businesses to remind them of
what they need to know about
business licenses, zoning, signage,
buildin'g
permits,
stormwater detention,city stickers and contact information for
city officials.
Billington added that there
was still no change regarding
requests to increase the speed
limit on KY 80 between Murray
and eadiz from 55 mph to 65
mph, although local officials
and businesses continue to
lobby the state for it.

From Front

rate. With budget cuts and a
they with whom they regularly
slowed economy,that growth has do business about becoming
nearly flat lined, however; 2012 members and how that would
fall enrollment only increased by
help them.
a tenth of a percent for the state
Welch said many members
At MSU, however, enrollment don't know much about what
grew by a full 1 percent, outpacbenefits their dues cover and
ing schools like Western 'that should be reminded freKentucky
University
and quently about those. Several
members suggested including
Kentucky State University.
information
about all the servicFred Dietz, MSU executive
director
of
Enrollment es and benefits on the bill when
their bills are due.
Management said the university
Taylor added that he is trying
enrolled 10,934 students in the
to
get avYay from the term
fall of last year. The same time
"dues"
because people think of
last year saw 10,832. That's a
it as the organization just taking
change of Ill students, which
money from members without
keeps MSU on track for steady
any tangible benefit. Instead, he
growth, Dietz said.
sees the money members pay to
The university was particularly
the chamber as an investment.
successful in attracting transfer
"We are truly the business
students, which Dietz believes
community in one sense,and we
could be related to a trend
are investing in that communiKentucky has seen over the past ty's 4cowth and betterment to
few years:
the community as a whole," he
CPE data, indicates a larger said.
number of Kentucky students
Aaron Dail, the chamber's
preferring to first enroll in a com- president/CEO, said he hoped
munity college before finishing
their degree at a four-year institution like MSU. That way, Dietz
branch a little more than a year
•
said, students can save some
ago, She is also the chair of the
board of directors for the Murraymoney, especially when many
From Front
Calloway County Chamber of
counties in Kentucky are offering
free Or significantly reduced
start date and departure from Commerce an advisor to the local
tuition to students in the
Murray, the person Peyton will Alpha Gamma Delta chapter. She
be replacing retires April 30. said her degree from MSU was in
Kentucky Community and
Peyton
said he always wanted to the area of advertising and public
Technical College System.
be a city administrator because relations.
"Families and students are
Sarah said that given her diverse
of
his passion for local governlooking at options,and a lot seem
ment and desire to oversee employment experience and the
to go that route," Dietz said."It's
important community projects low unemployment rate in the
an area we work very hard at in
area, she
at a level much closer than that Fargo-Moorehead
terms of recruiting."
expected
to
something
that
find
of state or federal officials.
But MSU did see a small drop
Although located within a larger would suit her skill set before long,
in freshmen enrollment. Dietz area than Murray, Dilworth itself is adding that she had visited with the
said the 40 fewer students could smaller, with a population of about local chamber of commerce to find
have something to do with over- 4,100 people. Peyton said he will out who should meet.
Both said they would miss
crowded facilities, but it also be working with a staff of about 18
Murray
and the people who -live
people,
which
is
much
smaller
that
came after the university's
here. Peyton said he has lived here
the
approximately
160
employed
biggest spike in freshmen enrollby the City of Murray. Dilworth is his whole life, and Sarah has lived.
ment in the history of the school.
about a five-minute drive from here for 14 years.
"This year's number is actually
Mayor Bill Wells said the
downtown Fargo, and also right
still the second highest freshmen
next to the much larger Masteras would be missed and in
class we've ever had," he said.
Moorehead, Minn., he said. Along his comments alluded to their pasDietz said his office is looking
with West Fargo, N. D., the four sion for physical fitness and past
to meet the challenge of budget cities make up the Fargo- participation in the lronman
Moorehead metro area. He added Triathlon.
cuts and recruiting challenges in
"I call him the Iron Man because
that thanks to an oil boom,the area
the future.
"It's a vicious cycle," he said. is doing very well economically he is," Wells said."When you talk
right now, with it often being said about the four miles of sidewalks
"You want the growth, but at the
that the area has "more jobs than that we were able to get through
same time, we've cut our budget
they do people."
some grants, he and Murray
quite a bit, so you have to think
Sarah worked for C. A. Jones Calloway
Transit
Authority
about the resources you can
Management for 10 years in the Executive Director) Bjame Hansen
offer."
areas of corporate and retail devel- were the two leaders in that.
Overall, though, he said MSU
opment, with much of her time Probably in my 3 1/2 years (as
is a good brand and offers a qual- spent as vice president of retail. mayor), we've had more positive
ity education at an affordable She took a position as a mortgage ,comments about sidewalks than
broker at Murray's main BB&T anything else, and Peyton was
price.
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JOHN WRIGHT / Ledger & Times
AT LEAST IT DIDN'T STICK AROUND:A car is shown with snow on its hood, windshield and
roof Tuesday morning in the parking lot of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. Unlike recent
snow events, this burst did not last long and did not leave anything behind. Temperatures are
expected to moderate the rest of the week.

Justices tackle health law beth control coverage
By MARK SHERMAN
Associated Press
WASHINGTON (AP) — Supreme Court justices are weighing whether corporations have religious rights that exempt them from part of the
new health care law that requires coverage of birth
control for employees at no extra charge.
The case being argued at the Supreme Court on
Tuesday involves family-owned companies that
provide health insurance to their employees, but
object to covering certain methods of birth control
that they say can work after conception, in violation of their religious beliefs.
The Obama administration and its supporters
say a Supreme Court ruling in favor of the businesses also could undermine laws governing
immunizations, Social Security taxes and minimum wages.
The justices have never before held that profit-,
making businesses have religious rights. But the
companies in the Supreme Court case and their
backers argue that a 1993 federal law on religious
freedom extends to businesses as well as individuals.
Under the new he#1th care law, health plans
must offer a range. oi preventive services at no
extra charge, including all forms of birth control
for women that have been approved by the Food
and Drug Administration.
Some of the nearly 50 businesses that have sued
over covering contraceptives object to paying for
all forms of birth control. But the companies
involved in the high court case are willing to.
cover most methods of contraception, as long as

From Front
everything comes down to the
end and then you see a lot of
trading back and forth. I don't
think anybody ever perceived
that it should work that way. but
it's just kind of the political reality."
Kentucky is one of five states
Iowa, New
including
Hampshire, New York and
Virginia - where political control is split among the House
and Senate. Nebraska has a nonpartisan, unicameral legislature.
Kentucky lawmakers have one
week to pass a $20 billion biennial budget, a $4.5 billion biennial plan to improve the state's
roads and bridges and a bill setting state revenues for the next
two years that includes a gas tax
increase in the House version.
The Senate passed its version of
the spending plans on Monday,
while the revenue bill is likely
to pass on Wednesday.
Also pending is:
-HB.70: a bill that would
restore voting rights to convicted felons. The bill gained
national attention when U.S.

they can exclude drugs or devices that the government says may work after an egg has been fertilized.
The largest company among them is Hobby
Lobby Stores Inc., an Oklahoma City-based chain
of more than 600 crafts stores in 41 states with
more than 15,000 full-time employees. The company is owned by the Green family, evangelical
Christians who say they run their business on biblical principles. The Greens also own the Mardel
chain of Christian bookstores.
The other company is Conestoga Wood
Specialties Corp. of East Earl, Pa. The business is
owned by the Hahns, a family of Mennonite
Christians, and employs 950 people in making
wood cabinets.
Members of the Green and Hahn families are
expected to be in the courtroom,and protesters on
both sides are promising to show up outside the
court Tuesday morning. People have been in line
since the weekend for a chance to see the argument, among the term's biggest.
The 90-minute argument, extended from the
usual one hour, features the same lawyers who
argued opposite sides of the court's epic consideration of the health care law in 2012 and the federal gay marriage law case last year. Soficitor
General Donald Verrilli Jr. is the Obama'hdministration's top Supreme Court lawyer, while Paul
Clement, who held the same job under President
George W. Bush, is representing the businesses.

Sen. Rand Paul testified before a
Senate committee about it.
Different versions have passed
the House and Senate, but the
two sides have yet to work out a
compromise.
-1413.1: a bill that would
increase the minimum wage. It
has passed the House but not the
Senate.
-HB.31: a bill that would ban
private natural-gas companies
from seizing private land for
pipeline projects. The bill
passed the House last week.
-SB.5: a bill that would
increase penalties for high-volume heroin dealers. The bill has
passed the Senate.
-SB.5: a bill that would stop
state lawmakers from increasing
their public pension benefits by
taking a high-paying state job
toward the end of their careers.
The bill has passed the Senate.
"I'm optimistic that we will

look back on this session as a
productive one," House Speaker
Greg Stumbo wrote in an email
to The Associated Press. "I think
you will see agreements on legislation battling the heroin epidemic, improving the state's
juvenile justice system and giving our schools some relief for
their snow days. It's too soon to
say what will happen beyond
that."
Republican Senate President
Robert Stivers said there is
always a flurry of activity in the
last week of session, adding:
"But we don't want to have too
much flurry."
Hollenbach said if the bill pertaining to the estimated $200
million in savings bonds is
passed, it will enable him to
track down the bonds' rightful
owners and return the money to
them. If the owners can't be
found, the state government
would keep the money to help
plug some of the $1.6 billion in
budget cuts since the recession.

RARE OPPORTUNITY!
First Time Offered!

By MARTHA MENDOZA
P. SOLOMON BANDA
Associated Press
OSO. Wash. (AP) — First
there was a 'whoosh." Elaine
Young said she thought it might
be a chimney fire, a rush of air
that lasted about 45 seconds.
But when she stepped outside
there was ominous silence.
Something felt very, very
wrong.
And then she saw it. Behind
the house, a suffocating wall of
heavy mud had crashed
through the neighborhood.
Dark and sticky, the milelong flow Saturday heaved
houses off their foundations.
toppled trees and left a gaping
cavity on what had been a treecovered hillside. In the frantic
rescue, searchers spotted mudcovered survivors by the whites
of their waving palms.
Now.days into the search, the
scale of the mudslide's devastation in a rural village north of
Seattle is becoming apparent.
At least 14 people are confirmed dead, dozens more are
thought to be unaccounted for
or missing, and about 30 homes
are destroyed.
"We found a guy right here,"
shouted a rescuer Monday
afternoon behind Young's
home, after a golden retriever
search dog found a corpse
pinned under a pile of fallen
trees. Searchers put a bag over
the body. tied an orange ribbon
on a branch to mark the site,
and the crew moved on.
It had been stormy for weeks,
but warm sunshine offered a
false sense of peace Saturday
morning as weekend visitors
settled into their vacation
homes and locals slept in. Then
came "a giant slump," said
David Montgomery, an earth
and space sciences professor at
the University of Washington,
describing the deep-seated
slide resulting from long-term.
heavy rainfall.
A scientist who documented
the landslide conditions on the
hillside that buckled had
warned in a 1999 report filed
with the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers of "the potential for
a large catastrophic failure,"
The Seattle Times reported late
Monday.

AP Photo (The Herald Dan Bates
WASHINGTON MUDSLIDE VOLUNTEERS: A large number
of volunteers turned out Monday March 24 wanting to help
with the search in Oso, Washington.

NIPD says alleged shoplifter identified through social media
Staff Report
A warrant has been issued for the arrest of a Madisonville man
the Murray Police Department says was identified by the public
through social media.
MPD spokesman Sgt. David Howe said the department released
pictures on March 10 of an individual in the Murray Dollar General
Store allegedly shoplifting children's hats with cartoon imprints.
MPD requested the assistance of the public in identifying the man.
Following the release of the images, MPD said it received several calls identifying the individual as William Les Fugate, 49, of
Madisonville. Howe said. Callers indicated that Fugate is allegedly
a vendor at various area flea markets,including Paducah and Union
City, Tenn. Fugate was also identified in tonnection to an alleged
incident at the Dollar General Store in Hardin. Howe said.
Howe said that following an investigation. a'warrant has been
issued for Fugate for Theft By. Unlawful Taking, a Class A
Misdemeanor.
Indkiduals facing charges are innocent until proven guilty.

House. Senate far apart on school snow days bill
By ADAM BEAM
BRUCE SCHREINER
Associated Press
FRANKFORT, Ky.. (API
As Kentucky braced for more
wintry conditions. state lawmakers could not agree this
week on a bill to relax the state's
school attendance laws for
some school districts that have
missed more than a month
because of snowy weather.
State law requires school districts to have at least 170 days
and 1,062 hours. of classroom
instruction each school year.
But some school districts have

missed more than 30 days this
year because of snowstorms,
pushing the school year for
some districts toward the end of
June.
The House and Senate both
passed bills to help school districts meet state attendance
requirements. Now both sides
have to compromise.
Both sides agree school districts can extend the school day
to a maximum of seven hours
per day in order to meet the
1.062 hours requirement. But
they disagree on when the
school Year should end.

TENNESSEE COLLEGE
01 Al'PLILD 1 ICHNOIOGY
VARt

Summer Classes forming now
NASHVILLE,Tenn. I AP) —
House and Senate committees
are scheduled to take up bills
seeking to undo the legal definition of Tennessee whiskey
enacted last year.
The current law requires spirits to be charcoal mellowed and
stored in unused oak barrels in
order to print "Tennessee
whiskey" on their labels.
The law was passed at the
behest of Jack Daniel's, which
distills its whiskey about 65
miles south of the state Capitol,
in Lynchburg. Some smaller
distillers including George
Dicke!, Pritchard's and startups
like Full Throttle oppose the
law as too restrictive.

Administrative Office Technology
Computer Information Technology
Collision Repair
Early Childhood Education
General Metals
Health Information Technology
Industrial Maintenance
Machine Tool
Motorcycle/ATV Repair
Residential Building Maintenance
Financial Aid available to most students. For more
information or to apply. call 731-644-7365

www.tcatparis.edu
For more information about graduation rates, placement
rates and other important information, please visit our
website at www.tcatparis.edu
TCAT-Paris complies with non-discrimination laws Title
VI. Title IX, Section 504 & ADA.

LEDGERS:MIES
Has opportunities available
CLERICAL POSITIONS - Full & Part-time available.

Campaign finance
reform bill approved
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Candidates for governor who
donate at least $1 million to
their own campaigns would
automatically increase the contribution limits of their opponents under a bill the Kentucky
House approved Monday.. •
Under the bill, sponsored by
House Speaker Greg Stumbo,
when a candidate for governor
donates at least $1 million to
his or her campaign, the contribution limits for every other
candidate would increase to
$2500 from $1,000.
The bill now heads to the
Republican -controlled Senate.

Monday through Friday
Good communication skills &
computer knowledge required.
1608 Hermitage Place
Beautiful brick home on 2.5 acre lot in the city limits.
Three or four bedroom, 2-1/2 baths. Open floor plan.
Finished upstairs for fourth bedroom or rec room. Approx. 3550 sq. ft. Newly remodeled, spacious kitchen.
New roof, circle drive. HVAC and windows. Newly
added sunroom. Double garage. Outbuilding/Shop.
Fenced yard. Tree-shaded, beautifully landscaped and
end of street privacy yet in town.

ALL THIS FOR ONLY $259,000!
Please call: 270-293-0586

Send resumes to

classified@murrayledger.com
OR

PO Box 1040-L
Murray, KY 42071
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2014 MSU Distinguished Alumni
will be honored April 11 on campus
By KATIE PAYNE
MSU Print Media
The Murray State University
Alumni Association has named four
Distinguished Alumni for 2014.
They are: Eddie Wells; E.L.
Lancaster; Jack Wolf; and Steve
Powless. Each alumnus was nominated by alumni in recognition of
their outstanding accomplishments.
To celebrate these men's accomplishments, the MSU Alumni
Association will host the annual
Distinguished Alumni recognition
dinner on Friday, April II. at 6 p.m.
in the Curris Center Small
Ballroom. For reservations call
1.800.758.8510 or go online at
v.w w!acera I u mn .com. Everyone
is
Eddie Wells graduated from
Murray State University in 1962
with a degree in physics and mathematics. After leaving Murray
State, Wells went on to study
astronomy and other subjects at
Cornell University. the University

of Texas and the University of for 18 years. Lancaster also studied
at the University of Illinois and
Pittsburgh.
After, many years of researching earned the Ph.D. at Northwestern
numerous celestial bodies, Wells University.
He has continued to receive many
joined the Space Telescope Science
Institute at Johns Hopkins in awards throughout his career for his
Baltimore. Md., where he worked passion and service to the art of
for 22 years. While there, he music including the Sam Award
teamed up with a small group of (awarded for creative thinking).
scientists who eventually went on Signature Sinfonia by Phi Mu
to launch the Hubble Space Alpha national music fraternity and
Telescope. Throughout his career. an MTNA Foundation Fellow.
Wolf graduated from MSU with
Wells has made many discoveries
including finding a large impact both the bachelor's and master's
crater on the second largest asteroid degrees in economics in 1971 and
1973, respectively. He was a sucin our solar system
E.L. Lancaster is a 1970 graduate cessful hedge fund manager with
of Murray State University and the Columbus Partners before retiring
senior vice president and keyboard to the horsing industry where he
editor-in-chief of Alfred Music. His began focusing on improving the
work includes determining the pub- aftercare programs for retired horslications for keyboard and oversee- es. Wolf founded and serves as the
president
of
the
ing a budget that generates $13 mil- board
lion in annual sales. Before work- Thoroughbred Aftercare Alliance.
He has been in the racing industry
ing at Alfred Music, Lancaster
for
almost 15 years with much suCserved as a professor of music at the
University of Oklahoma in Norman cess. Wolf and his wife, Laurie,
entered the Thoroughbred industry.
as owners of successful horses.
Harlan's Holiday, one of their most
recognized Thoroughbreds,chalked
up a number of wins and also raced
in the 2002 Kentucky Derby and
1001 Whitnell Ave.• Murray, KY 42071-1040
the 2003 Dubai World Cup. Wolf
Phone(270)753-1916• Fax (270)753-1927
was named the Warner L. Jones
Mon.— Fri.8:00 a.m. —.5:00 p.m.• Closed Sat. & Sun.
Horseman of the Year by the
Kentucky Thoroughbred Owners in
Alice Rouse,Publisher Emeritus aj.rouse@murrayledger.com
2013 in recognition of his work not
.mdavis@murrayledger.com
Mike Davis,Publisher
only in producing champion horses,
....editor@murrayledger.com
Greg 1Yavis,Editor
but also his efforts to improve afterCommunity News
.community news@murra y ledger.com
care programs.
.ads@murrayledger.com
Chris Woodall, Advertising Mgr.
Steve Powless graduated from
xlassified@murrayledger.com
Classifieds
Murray State University in 1977
.circulation@murrayledger.com
Circulation
with a B.S. in business administraRita Boggess, Business Mgr. —...rboggess@murrayledger.com
tion and marketing and now serves
as the CEO of Computer Services
• • I itaUl
S
Inc.,the nation's largest provider of
All subscriptions payable in advance. Home delivery 6 days a week.
dynamic technology solutions for
financial institutions and corporaMailed in Calloway County, KY
tions. Powless has grown the com3 mos 6 mos 1 'ear l $1O5. By mail to rest of KY,Graves
$105
$55
& Marshall Counties $120. All
pany exponentially since he
$30
other mail subscriptions $141.
assumed the title of CEO.
He also gives back to the commuPublished Monday through Saturday. Not published on Sundays, Memorial
nity in a number of way including
Day. July 4, Labor Day,Thanksgiving Day,Christmas Day and New Years Day.
service as the director of the MSU
Periodicals postage paid at Murray,KY.POSTMASTER:Send address changes
to THE MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES. P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071Telecommunication
Systems
1040
Management National Advisory
MISS YOUR PAPER? Let us know as soon as possible so we can get one to you
Board, director of the West
or give you credit. Call 1270) 753-1916.
Kentucky Technical Foundation
board, and as treasurer and director
Murray Ledger & Times (LISPS 308-700)• Murray Ledger & Times is a member of Me- AssocialettiVess, Kentucky Press Association and Southern
of the Greater Paducah Economic
Newspapers Publishers Association. The Associated Press is exclusively entitled
Development Council.
to news originated by Murray Ledger & Times.
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Lloyd Canter (left) was named Master Conservationist during Tuesday's annual Calloway
County Conservation District Awards Banquet, while Ray Murdock (right) was presented with
the Outstanding Cooperator honor.
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Shown are the Art winners who were honored Tuesday night during the annual Calloway
County Conservation District Awards Banquet. They are (from left) Jayne Bishop of
Southwest Calloway Elementary, Brooke McClain of North Calloway Elementary who was
third in the district, Ella Phillips of East Calloway Elementary who was second in the district.
Courtney Hutchinson of NCES who was first in the district and Grace Rittenhouse of SWES.
;
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As part of Tuesday night's annual Calloway County Conservation District Awards Banquet,
several Honor Awards were presented. First (left), schools were recognized for their efforts.
Shown are (from left) Josh McKeel, principal at Southwest Calloway Elementary, Meghan
Austin, teacher at North Calloway Elementary, and Scott Pile, teacher at Calloway County
Middle. (Right) Also honored were Sharlisa Smotherman (left) and Jo Burkeen.
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Madison Jeziorski of Calloway County High School (left)
shows her first-place certificate for winning district and area
Writing awards during Tuesday night's annual Calloway
County Conservation District Banquet. Also shown (above)
are CCHS seniors (from left) Craig Lamb. Erica Rogers and
Caleb Brannon were honored as recipients of $500 scholarships.

YOU ARE INVITED!
2014 Harry M.Sparks
Distinguished Lecturer Series
TUESDAY • APRIL 1,2014

Reserved Chair Back Se s - $15
Reserved Bleacher Seats/Emillig :$10
General Admission / All Upper ConE urs4$7
MSU Students - FREE

Alexander Hall Room 240

SPEAKER:
Justice Bill Cunningham
Supreme Court ofKentucky
Join us at

Visit or Call the CFSB Center Ticket Offi e
8:00 ain.-5:00 p.m. — Wednesday & Thur

270-809-3000
Or go online at: www.ticketmaster.co

4:00 p.m.- 4:45 p.m,
COE Faculty Research Poster Presentations
•

500 p.m.
Lecture with Complimentary Dinner to Follow

College of Education

If you would like to attend,

please RSVP by calling
the College of Education
Dean's Office at 270-809-3817
Please call no later than 4 pin.
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Cad Thomas'Tom' Dowdy

Obituaries
Thomas Dow Lax
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Thomas Dow Lax, 87. of New Concord. Ky., died Friday. March
21.2014 at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Funeral services will be Wednesday, March 26,2014 at 2 p.m., at
the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home with James Ed
Smith officiating. Burial will follow in the New
Concord Cemetery.
He was born in Calloway County, Ky. on Nov.
27. 1926 to Robert Lax and Eva Winchester Lax
He worked at •Fappan Manufacturing in Murray and also fanned. He
was a member of the Blood River Baptist Church and was an Army
veteran of the Korean War.
He was preceded in death by his parents, a brother, Bobby Lax and
a son-in-law. Glen Ringstaff.
Mr. Lax is survived by his wife, Alice Garland Lax, to whom he
married on Jan. 6, 1948; one daughter, Tammy Lax Ringstaff of
Eddyville; one son, Steve Lax and wife Beverly of New Concord;
two sisters, Joyce Bogard and husband David of Murray and
Lorraine Hulsey of Hendersonville, Tenn.: three grandchildren.
Steve Lax of New Concord, Tanner Ringstaff and Alexander
Ringstaff of Princeton; and one great-grandchild, Hunter Lax, of
New Concord.
Expressions of sympathy can be made to the New Concord
Cemetery Fund. attn: Mac Coleman, 296 Buchanan Lane. New
Concord, Ky. 42076.
Online condolences can be made at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
This is a paid obituary.

Arvada McKnight
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Arvada McKnight, 78, of Almo, Ky., died Sunday. March 23,
2014 at Spring Creek Health Care, Murray.
Funeral services will be at II am.,Thursday. March 27, 2014 at
the J.H.Churchill Funeral Home with Brett Miles
officiating. Burial will follow in the Stewart
Cemetery. Visitation will be Wednesday, March
26, 2014 from 5-8 p.m., at the J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home.
She was born July 31. 1935 in Doniphan. Mo.,to
E.C. and lzel Pace Mathis. She was a homemaker.
In addition to her parents, she was preceded, in
death by her husband, J.L. McKnight and a brother, James "Tunney" Mathis.
Mrs. McKnight is survived by a daughter. Kathy
McKnight
Harness and husband Rick of Almo; four sons,
Terry and Dennis McKnight, both of Almo, David McKnight and
wife Suzann of Doniphan and Guy McKnight and wife Joyce of
Murray; two sisters, Lorene Wheeler of Elizabethtown. Ill. and
Shelby Bennett of Doniphan; one brother, Lawrence "Peck" Mathis
of Doniphan; 11 grandchildren, six step-grandchildren, 18 greatgrandchildren. 16 step-great-grandchildren, and several nieces and
nephews.
Online condolences may be left at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

Mary L Hillman
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Mary L. Hillman, 89, of Murray, Ky., died Sunday. March 23.
2014 at Spring Creek Health Care, Murray.
Funeral services will be Wednesday,. March 26. 2014 at linesF_uperal Home with Elijah Balentine officiating. Burial will follow in the Murray City
Cemetery.
She was born July 25, 1924 in Calloway County,
Ky., to Glockous and Elsie Mills Stone.
She was preceded in death by her parents, her
first husband,Albert Daubert; her second husband,
Bill Hillman and four brothers, Billy Stone. Rex
Stone. Albert Stone and Joe Pat Stone.
Mrs. Hillman is survived by her son, George
Daubert and wife Diane of Murray; two brothers.
Hillman
Ronnie Stone of Almo and Bobby Stone of Dexter;
a sister, Patsy Futrell of Murray and a granddaughter, Maddie
Daubert of Murray.
Online condolences may be left at www.imesmiller.com.
Imes-Miller Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

Nell Ruth Tuck
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Nell Ruth Tuck, 86, of Murray, Ky.. formerly of Mayfield. Ky.,
died Monday. March 24. 2014 at Spring Creek Nursing Home in
Murray.
She attended High Point Baptist Church and was a homemaker.
She is survived by three sons, Danny Ray Tuck and wife Nancy of
Scotland,Tom Tuck and wife Theo of Murray and Larry James Tuck
and wife Debbie of Doha qatar. Three grandchildren also survive.
She was preceded in death by her husband. Raymond Fields Tuck;
three brothers, James Parker, Delbert Parker and Gerald Parker and
her parents. Jack and Inez Tucker Parker.
Private graveside services will be held after the visitation at
Highland Park Cemetery. Visitation will be from 10 a.m. until 1
p.m.. Thursday. March 27, 2014 at the Byrn Funeral Home,
Mayfield.
Expressions of sympathy can be made to the Murray-Calloway
County Hospice Building Fund.
Byrn Funeral Home, Mayfield, is in charge of arrangements.

Carl 'Thomas "Tom" Dowdy,81,of Murray, Ky.,died Tuesday. March
25,2014 at his home
Arrangements are incomplete at this time.
J.H Churchill Funeral Horne is in charge of arrangements.

Miranda Jo Futch
Miranda Jo Futch, 39,of Hardin. Ky.,died at 8:28 p.m.. Friday. NI h
21, 2014 at Marshall County Hospital.
She was a cosmetologist at A Wild Hair Salon in Benton,Ky.
She is survived by her husband. Dairen Futch of
Hardin: four daughters. Ashley Shelton of Nashville,
Tenn., Alexandna Shelton of Hardin, Amber Burroghs
of Hardin and Alicia Futch of Murray; one granddaughter, Abby Christopher. her father, Joe Nelson of
Mayfield, Ky.; her mother. Joan Dicus Haynes of
Bowman.ND.;two brothers. Joey Nelson of Mayfield
and Daniel Haynes of Mott. Okla. and one sister.
Shannon Barnett of Tennessee. •
She was preceded in death by one sister.
Fetch
Funeral services will be at 8:30 pm.. Friday. March
28.2014 at Filbeck-Cann & King Funeral Home.and
Crematory with Tony Watkins officiating. Visitation will be after 5 p.m .
Friday, March 28,2014 at the funeral home.
Filbeck-Cann & King Funeral Home and Crematory. Benton, is in
charge of arrangements.

James Dale Cochran
James Dale Cochran,74,of Murray,Ky.,died Monday. March 24.2014
at his home.
He was born June 22, 1939 in Murray to Herbert L."Jack- and Mary
Harris Cochran. He was an Army veteran,serving as an MP at Fort Bragg.
He was a member of First Baptist Church, Murray. He
worked at Tappan and worked for Alcan Composites
in Benton for several years.
He was preceded in death by his parents and stepmother, Louise Thurmond Cochran.
Mr. Cochran is survived by his wife. Lynda Jackson
Cochran whom he married Dec. 21, 1962: a son.Chad
Cochran and wife Missy of Mwray: a daughter, Trina
Cooper and husband Ken of Camden.Tenn.; a brother'in-law, Ralph Jackson and wife Bea of Columbia. Ky.:
an aunt, Iva Cochran of Murray: three grandchildren.
Kaitlin Priestley' and husband Mac of Memphis.Tenn..
Hannah Cochran and Hunter Cochran of Murray and
several nieces, nephews and cousins.
Funeral services will lie Thursday. March 27,2014 at
11 a.m.
::at First Baptist Church, Murray. Keith Inman
and Boyd Smith will officiate. Burial will follow in the Murray City
Cemetery. Visitation will be from 5-8 pm., Wednesday. March 26,2014
at the Heritage Family Funeral Home.
Bobby Fain, Jan Dalton, Harold Wayne Moss, Danny Harrison, J.L.
Barnett and Noble Knight will serve as pallbearers. Honorary pallbearers
will be the members of the Dannie Harrison Sunday school class.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Murray-Calloway County
Hospital Hospice Fund, 803 Poplar St.. Murray. Ky. 42071 or St. Jude
Children's Research Hospital, P.O. Box 1000, Memphis. Tenn. 381480142.
Online condolences may be left at wwwimesmillercom.
Heritage Family Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

Violet Alford
Violet Alford of Murray, Ky., died Monday. March 24.2014 at Spring
Creek Health Care.
Arrfingements are incomplete at this time.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

Preston Frazier
Preston Frazier.67,of Murray,Ky.,died Tuesday. March 25,2014 at his
home.
Arrangements are incomplete at this time..
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

Jerry L Smith
Jerry L. Smith,71,of Mayfield, Ky., died Monday. March 24,2014 at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
He was born Jan. 2. 1943 to Deston Smith and Nora Smith of Graves
County, Ky., who preceded him in death.
Mr.Smith is survived by two sisters,Bonita Yuhas of New Florence,Pa.
and Diann Oxendale of Nashville,Tenn.
No services are scheduled.
Imes-Miller Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
The number of times published or the kngth of one or more of
the preceding obituaries exceeds the maximum set by the Ledger
and Times policy. Afee has been paidfor additional publishing or
space.
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Pictured above is the Murray Middle School Academic Team
fourth and fifth grade students. They are (back row from left)
Abhishek Das, Chase Renick, DiJon Miles, Nicolas Mitchum,
and Garrett Herndon. (front row, from left) Emily Burditt, Kyra
Shutt. and Apirada Chetawatee.

Murray Middle School Academic Team
named regional Governor Cup champs
Special to the Ledger
The MMS Future Problem
Murray
Middle
School Solving Team,coached by Anna
Academic Team, comprised of Cate Brown and Amy Brown,
fourth and fifth grade students. received third place recogniclaimed the Overall Trophy for tion. MMS Future Problem
the second year in a row at the Solving Team Members include
recent Regional Governor's Kyra Shutt. Lydia Herndon.
Cup Competition at South Nickolas Holcomb.and Jonas
Livingston Elementary.
Stockwell.
The MMS Quick Recall team
Garrett Herndon earned first
took first place defeating East
place in both social studies and
Calloway 16 to 25 and 12 to 29
language arts assessments.
in the last two matches of the
Apirada Chetawate. first place
double elimination competition.
in arts and "humanities assessafter being defeated by East 27
to 25 in the second of seven ment, Abhishek Das, third in
rounds. MMS Quick Recall science assessment, Kyra Shutt,
Team members: Kyra Shutt. fourth in math assessment. and
DiJon Miles. Garrett Herndon. Landon Jones placed second in
Chase
Renick
Nicolas written composition'.
Emily Burditt. Patrick Jones,
Mitchum, Apirada Chetavvatee,
Abhishek Das, and Nickolas Gabe Taylor and DiJon Miles
Holcomb. The team is coached also participated in the written
by Joan Hayman and Chris assessment and composition
Merfeld.
events.

STOCK
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Investments Since 1854
Dow Jones Ind.Axg.-16.37582+ 99.13
120.95 + 0.76
Air Products
-545.50 + 6.43
Apple ..
AT&T.Inc.........,......., J4.72 + 0.26
.40.77 + 0.59
BB&T
Bank of America .......,......17.24 .0.16
Briggs & Stratton ....-.22.25 .0,05
Bristol Myers Squibb ;1.06 + 0.02
98.59 + 1.74
Caterpillar
Chevron Texaco Corp....117.09 + 1.24
Yahoo
.36.02 -0.66
............I4,76
-0.10
Dean Foods._
94.9I + 0.27
Exxon-Mobil
Ford Motor Co. ......._ 15.33 - 0.06
General Electric
25.70 + 0.29
Glaxo Smith Kline-33.89 + 0.90
Amazon
164.02 + 2.17
(;oocbear lire & Rubber ....26.19 - 0.27

Town Crier
NOTICE
• The Murray City Council
will meet at 6:30 p.m.
Thursday at City Hall. The
council will vote on the first
readings of an annexation
ordinance and an ordinance
amending subdivision regula-
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1300 Johnson Blvd - Murray, KY
270-753-8355
insurancecenterof murray@ins-ctr.com

than 4 p.m

ch itst.

HOMEOWNERS - AUTO
COMMERCIAL
Including both
General Contractors
and Sub Contractors
Roofers
Lawn Care Services
Plus BONDING
for all Contractors
Coverage for
Farm Owners
FIRING PERMIT
LIFE INSURANCE
HEALTH INSURANCE
Individual or Group

83 Years of
Combined Service To
This Great Community

to attend,
calling
lucation
-809-381 7

HopEed Banc* .........
- 0.05
IBM
195.07 + 6.82
.25.44 + 032
Intel
Kroger
.4331 • 0.10
38.69 • 0.14
Mattel
blcDonalds
96.00 - 0.27
Merck
55.19 + 1.41
Microsoft
40.41 .0.08
JCPenne
.8.64 + 0.04
Pepsico, Inc
82.40 + 0.51
Pfizer, Inc.7
-31.83 + 0-34
Regions Financial
11.11 +0.04
Sears Holding Corp
.47.91 • 0.24
Time Warner ....-........__-65.55 +012
CS Bancorp
43.42 + 0.10
....
99.69' 1.28
WellPoint,Inc
76.87 + 0.11
Wal-Mart

Financial Consultants (1.-RI:
Ron Arant I Heath Scott
Court Square I Murray, KY 42071
270.753.3366 I 800.444.1854
Hours: 8.00 a m -500 p m M-F

'

Brian Edwards

Prices as of 3:110 p.m.
Oil \larch 25. 2014

HILLIARD LYONS
tions. There will also be votes
on the second readings of an
general
amendment
to
license requirements and late
fees for city stickers.
• To report a Town Crier
item call 753-1916,

Insurance
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David King
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Your Complete
Insurance Agency
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www.insurancecentermurray.com
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Open enrollment
underway at WKCTC
Special to the Ledger
Western
Kentucky
Community and Technical
College offers more than 200
acsnciate degree, diploma and
certificate options with multiple
career pathways in more than 40
academic and technical programs. Students can take day.
evening,as well as online courses that are designed to accommodate students' busy schedules. The first of three summer
sessions begins May 19. Fall
classes begin Aug. 14.
Students can apply now for
financial aid at fafsa.ed.gov for
the spring semester. The financial aid priority deadline for
summer is April 15. The financial aid priority deadline for fall
is July 15. Students applying
after this date must make payment arrangements and complete the Free Application for
Federal Student Aid (FAFSA)
form at the web site listed

above.
Students can register for classes in the WKCTC advising center located in the Anderson
Building, room 106 or by contacting Amanda Scheidegger,
WKCTC admissions advisor at
(270) 534-3110. Advisors are
available to help with the registration process in the advising
center from 8 am. until 5:30
p.m.. Monday - Thursday and
from 8 a.m. until 4:30 p.m. on
Friday.
Students are encouraged to
make an appointment to avoid
waiting during registration.
Appointments are available by
calling the advising center (270)
534-3408.
Students can also submit an
online application at http://westkentucky.kctcs.edu/en/admissions/apply.aspx.
No
fee
required. Students submitting an
online application must still register for classes.

DATEBOOK
Magazine Club to meet
The Magazine Club will meet Thursday,
March 27, at 2 p.m., at Durnplins. The hostess
will be Martha Broach.

W IN.1

MS

Mt

Extension Board to meet
The Calloway County Extension District
Board will meet Thursday. March 27, at the
William "Bill" Cherry Expo Center classroom
at 7 a.m.,to discuss the Extension District budgDatebook et for 2014-15, election of vice president and
Martha
report. The public is
Finney Andrus, hear a building committee
attend.
welcome
to
Community
editor

Fr

Walk-A-Thon to be held

Photo provided
NEW MEMBERS: New members of the Murray Magazine
Club are pictured, from left, Cyndi Cohoon and Bonnie
Higginson. Not pictured is Mona Bolin.

Murray State University's American Society of Safety Engineers
(ASSE) Student Section is sponsoring a Walk-A-Thon, Saturday,
March 29,from 1-4 p.m., in Racer Arena on the campus of Murray
State University. The Walk-A-Thon will benefit the ASSE Family
Scholarship fund. Donations will be accepted at the door.
Participants of all ages are encouraged to take part in this event.The
ASSE Foundation generates funding and provides resources for
scholarships, research, academic accreditation and related academic initiatives in order to advance the safety, health and environmental profession. For more information contact Carrie Stindt
estindt@murraystate.edu

American Legion Post 73 to meet

The monthly meeting of American Legion #73 will be Thursday.
March 27,at 7 p.m.,at the Legion Veterans' Hall located at 310 Bee
Creek Drive. Appointments will be made to the nominating commitSpecial to the Ledger
April. All classes are free of such as font size, bullets, color ered: getting started with Excel, tee for 2015 post officers. All veterans are invited to attend. For
charge, however, pre-registra- changes and page layout.
cell basics, modifying columns, more information or questions,call Post Commander Cecil Cowsert
The Calloway County Public
tion is required. Class space is
• Thursday, April 3, 12:30- rows and cells, formatting cells, (270) 519-8375.
Library will offer computer
limited and is filled on a first- 2:30 p.m. - Computer Basics saving, creating simple formuclasses during the month of
come, first-serve basis. The Session - Microsoft Word las, worksheet basics, printing,
Stroke/Brain Injury Group to meet
classes are taught by CCPL Advanced. This session will common tasks in Excel and creThe Murray Stroke/Brain Injury Support Group will meet
technology
assistant, build on the previous class but ating
complex
formulas. Thursday, March 27, 2014, at 5:30 p.m., at the Murray-Calloway
Dominique May. To register, anyone can attend, This class Depending on class progression
County Hospital Center for Health and Wellness classroom. The
contact the library at (270) 753- wil take a deeper look into this may continue into advanced
program will be presented by Murray State University
2288.
Microsoft Word and the follow- session topics.
Communication Disorders faculty and students. You don't want to
The class schedule is as fol- ing functions: working with
'Thursday, April 10, 12:30miss this...(*hint..coasting to Sept.). For more information, contact
lows:
columns, working with hyper- 2:30 p.m. - Computer Basics for
Cheryl
Crouch (270) 293-9442 or cherylscrouch@yahoo.com.
'Tuesday, April I , 5-7 p.m. - links, working with shapes, text Beginners Session - Microsoft
Computer Basics for Beginners boxes and WordArt, inserting Excel Advanced. This session
Taters & Trivia Night to be held
Session - Intro to Microsoft clip art and pictures, formatting will be a continuation of the
The
Prime Timers of First United Methodist Church are sponsorWord. This session will intro- pictures, styles and themes, Microsoft Excel class. The folTo celebrate spring arriving
ing Taters&Trivia Night on Friday. March 28, in the fellowship hall
duce
Microsoft
Word.
working
with
headers
and
footlowing
features
of
MS
Excel
according to the calendars
Participants will learn how to ers, reviewing documents, will be covered: creating com- from 6-8 p.m. There can be teams of four and teams of six. There
anyway) we are having our
open
Microsoft Word and basic working with tables, SmartArt plex formulas, working with will also be an all you can eat potato and salad bar at a cost of $5.
irst spring sale.
functions. Participants will learn graphics using a template and basic functions, sorting data, There is a fee for teams to enter. All proceeds go to the FUMC Relay
how to create word document, using mail merge.
outlining data, filtering data, for Life team. Sign up in the church office or call (270) 293-3448
save a document, name a docu'Tuesday. April 8, 5-7 p.m. - formatting tables, reviewing and for more information and costs.
ment, find a template for differ- Computer Basics for Beginners sharing workbooks, using tement docurrie* such as a resume, Session - Microsoft Excel. This plates,, wfrking with charts,.
Free,throw contest for seniors to be held
-report, Memo.,letter or any other .class will introduce participants workinsith sparklines; using
A free- throvr shooting contest sponsored by the Murray State
businesioipersonal documebt, to Microsoft Excel. The follow- condialeid formatting, ereaeing University Youth and Nonprofit Leadership Department will be
how to customize a document ing MS Excel topics will be coy- pivot tables and using what-if Thursday, March 27, with registration beginning at 9:15 a.m., in the
analysis.
Senior Citizens Center gym. This contest is for seniors 60 years of
'Tuesday, April IS. 5-7 p.m. - age or older and there will be separate brackets for men and women.
Computer Basics for Beginners There will be cash prizes, door prizes and refreshments.
Session - Learn how to use
Facebook. This session will be
Rebate night to be held for Relay
an introduction to Facebook.
A rebate night will be held .at Mr. Gatti's Thursday, March 27,
The following topics will be from 4 p.m. until closing to benefit The 8th Wonders Relay for Life
covered: what is Facebook, setTeam. Team members are all breast cancer survivors. All proceeds
ting up your Facebook profile,
Take an extra 10% off the
will go towards Relay for Life.
getting started with Facebook,
75% final clearance rack!!!
understanding Facebook privaMany of your favorite
Compassionate Friends to meet
cy,
basic privacy settings, ads
brands are 1/2 price!
The Compassionate Friends support group will meet Thursday,
and
additional
privacy
settings,
Congratulations to Karen
creating your profile, finding March 27, at 7 p.m. in PDR I outside the cafeteria entrance at
Howard who won this week's
friends, sharing and your time- Murray-Calloway County Hospital. This support group meets for
giveaway.Like and share us
line, understanding your news the encouragement of bereaved parents who have lost children as a
on facebook to be eligible
feed,
uploading pictures and result of accident, illness or tragedy, regardless of their child's age.
each week or register in the
videos, chat and video calling, For more information call Hilda Bennett at (270) 498-8324 or
store.
message,
groups and Facebook Chaplain Kerry Lambert at (270) 762-1274.
All
remaining
Vera
for mobile devices.
Bradley is 50% off. Don't
Beasley Banquet to be held
'Thursday, April 17, 12:30miss this fantastic Storewide
2:30
p.m.
Computer
Basics
for
The
Fourth Annual Beasley Scholarship Banquet will be Saturday,
Sale (excluding Brighton).
For nearly. three generations.
Beginners Session - Learn how March 29,at 7 p.m. in the ballroom of the Curris Center on the camStay tuned to next week's
Murray Woman's Clinic has
to use Facebook. The same top- pus of Murray State University. The guest speaker is Joe Lee, profun and fashion report...
ics as the previous session will fessor of Irish Studies; Director of Gluckman Ireland House, New
protected the health and
be covered.
York City. All proceeds frem the banquet will benefit the T. Wayne
wellness of the women of
VOTED MURRAY'S
•Tuesday, April 22, 5-7 pm. - Beasley Memorial History Scholarship. Reservations are required
FAVORITE
western
Kentucky
and
LADIES
Computer Basics for Beginners and are due by the end of the day Wednesday, March 26.To receive
CLOTHING 2013
northwest Tennessee.
Session - Introduction to information on the price of the banquet and to make a reservation
Pinterest. This session will contact the Murray State University Department of History (270)
"When experience counts,
introduce the popular site 809-2234 or msu.deptofhistory@murraystate.edu.
count on our hfetimes ofexperience'
Pinterest and show how to use
-The Something For Everyone Store305 South 12111 • Mummy, KY • 753-7441
and navigate the site.
Hoard
Certified
013
(il
N
Phy
\kiwis
Den Youth Center to meet
www.dkkolley.com
'Thursday, April 24, 12:30The Den Youth Services Center at Murray High School will'meet
2:30 p.m. - Computer Basics for
'Friday, March 28,at 11:30 a.m., at the school. For further informaBeginners
Session
tion contact laneann.Turner(270)753-6565.
Introduction to Pinterest.
*Tuesday, April 29,5-7 p.m. Turkey Shoot to be held
Computer Basics for Beginners
CFSB Bank and First Choice FireArms will be hosting a Turkey
Session - Get to know your
Shoot
on Saturday, March 29, from 9 a.m. Until 1 p.m., at the
computer. This session will be
an introduction to computer Calloway County Fairgrounds. There will be prizes and the probasics for beginners. This class ceeds will go toward Relay for Life, American Heart Association
will discuss the parts of the and The Lakeland Friends of the NRA.Ammunition will be providcomputer, how to operate the ed. Bring your 12 ga or 20 ga shotgun. For more information, call
computer such as on/off func- Vanessa'(270) 767-3378 or Steven (270)293-9485.
tions, how to operate a mouse
and keyboard, how to customize
Gardening seminar to be held
your screen settings. This is not
Friends of the Arboretum will have a seminar on Gardening
a class to learn how to type but Preparation, Saturday, March 29, from 10-11 a.m., at The
participants will be given the Arboretum, 300 Hickory Drive. Learn the art of prepping for your
basic knowledge to begin learn- own home garden. No equipment is required.
ing to type.

Calloway County Public Library to offer free computer classes

THURSDAY,
FRIDAY
AND
SATURDAY
ONLY
25%-50%
Storewide!!!
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MSU SOFTBALL

Murray State
set to host
WKU at
Racer Field

MURRAY STATE VS. TOWSON
THURSDAY•7 P.M.•CFSB CENTER(MURRAY, KY.)

From MSU Athletics

Getting tougher

The Murray State softball team
will look to keep its four-game win
streak alive Wednesday when it hosts
in-state
rival
Western Kentucky at
Racer Field.
The Racers had a
perfect OVC weekend last week by
sweeping a doubleheader at Tennessee
State on Saturday,
then following that
mniER up with
a sweep of
Belmont at home on Sunday. The
Racers out their opponents .330 to
.143 on the weekend and scored 23
runs, compared to just three by TSU
and Belmont combined. The pitching
for MSU was also great as it posted a
staff ERA of 0.75. while their opponents combined for a 4.67 ERA.
Shelbey Miller led the Racers in
the four-game stretch with a .643
average by going 9-for-14 with five
runs, a double, a triple, five RBIs and
two walks. In the circle, CheyAnne
Gaskey threw 13 scoreless innings in
which she gave just seven hits and
struck out 10, all while limiting opponents to a .152 average.
Murray
State
and
Western
Kentucky have met in each year since
Racer softball began, with the Lady
Toppers holding a 4-1 advantage. Last
season the two teams met for the first
time at a neutral site, with WKU coming away a 9-1 winner at Mississippi
State in the season opener for both
teams.
The teams are an even I -I in
Murray, as they split a doubleheader
at Central Park in 2011, The 7-0 win
in the opener of the doubleheader
stands as the only MSU win in the
series and the only shutout in the
series by either team.
Kentucky
Western
enters
Wednesday fresh off of a three-game
sweep of Troy at home last weekend
in its 2014 Sun Belt Conference openers. The Lady Toppers ( I 9-10-1) took
both games of a doubleheader on
Saturday, 3-0 and 8-1, before securing
the sweep on Sunday with a 5-0 win.
Emily Rosseau won Sun Belt Pitcher
of the Week honor for her perf'ormance in the series, as she posted her
first-career no-hitter, a 0.84 ERA and
23 strikeouts.
Rosseau is also the current ace of
the Lady Topper staff at 10-7 on the
year with a 2.24 era and a .229 opponent's batting average. In addition,
she is currently ranked 56th nationally in strikeouts with 100 and has not
allowed a sun in 20.1 consecutive
innings. Offensively. Olivia Watkins
leads the way for WKU with a .455
average and 26 stolen bases, which
currently rank as the 28th and seventh
highest totals nationally.
Live stats and free live video, courKYSER LOUGH / For the Ledger
tesy of the OVC Digital Network, will
be available for the contest. All links T.J. Sapp slices to the rim against three Nebraska-Omaha defenders Monday night in Murray State's secare available at the top of this page ond round game of the Collegelnsider.com Tournament. The Racers are back home Thursday, hosting
Colonial foe Towson at 7 p.m.
and at GoRacers.com.

ool will'meet
ther informa-

Despite the physicality of Monday
night's second round game against
Nebraska-Omaha, Steve Prohm's
Racers had a good pep in their step
Tuesday afternoon at practice.
That doesn't mean his guys weren't
feeling the effects of a game that featured four technical fouls and a few
blatant elbows in the direction of
Murray State's players, however.
Both Jarvis Williams and Jonathan
Fairell took "a beating" against the
Mavericks according to Prohm, but the
third-year head coach said there's no
lingering issues as the Racers prepare
to face Towson in the quarterfinals of
the Collegelnsider.com Tournament
Thursday night.
"(Omaha) hit us pretty good early,
but I was proud of the way our guys
responded," Prohm said Tuesday. "I
haven't asked them how they are feeling — I actually just apologized to
Jarvis, because I was getting on those
guys pretty good in my own way, but I
watched the tape for the first time this
morning and he took a beating on the
first play of the game.
"I think our guys are fine, though.
They are fine, but we will just shoot
and get their legs and bodies back
under them, then really prep for
Towson (Wednesday) and Thursday.
This time of year you know what you're
doing. you just kind of refine some
things and prep for the other team."
•See RACERS, FiA

COLLEGEiNS1DER.com TouRNAMET
Second Round
Friday, March 21
Towson 83 East Tennessee State 77
Saturday, March 22
VMI 106 IPFW 95
Ohio 56, W
Yale 7
ar
uatori State 72
S
; 77 •
89 Texas,.
pious Chnst 60
March 24
aska-Omaha 62
Imes
ay, March 26
Yale (17-13) at Columbia (21-12). 8 p.m.
Vfill (21-12) at Ohio (25-11). 8 p m.
San Dego (15-16) AT Pacific (17-15), 9 p.m.
Thursday, March 27
Towson (25-10) at Murray State (20-11), 7 p.m

4
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Deflections a key on D in tourney
JOHN MARSHALL
AP Basketball Writer
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RACERS FACE
STIFF TEST WITH
PHYSICAL TIGERS
IN CIT QUARTERS

Louisville guard Russ Smith. center. attempts to dribble between
Saint Louis forwards Rob Loe, left, and Dwayne Evans during the
second half in a third-round game In the NCAA college basketball
tournament Saturday, March 22, 201 4, in Orlando, Fla. Louisville won
66-51
sv

PHOENIX (AP) — Defense-minded
college basketball coaches love to
praise players for deflections, a statistic
that many swear by even though it isn't
officially tracked.
"Deflections tells you how much
energy you're playing with and how
active your hands are," Arizona State
associate head coach Eric Musselman
said. "If you lack deflections. then
you're probably not being a very
aggressive team and you probably don't
have very active hands."
Blocked shots, steals and the opponent's field goal percentage can be misleading, the coaches say. But deflections measure whether players stay
close to their man or the ball and that
they are active in passing lanes. And
getting deflections can not only lead to
turnovers, it takes the offense out of
their rhythm.
"You would hope that it led to a
turnover, but at the end game. you're at

least disrupting the opponent,"
Cincinnati coach Mick Cronin said.
"But you don't necessarily have to get
the turnover."
Though deflections don't show up in
the box score, many coaches have a
team manager or someone on the staff
keep tabs during games and in breaking
down film to see if their defense is
active enough.
And coaches say they are the best
defensive stat.
Getting a lot of steals can be great.
but sometimes that means taking
chances and being out of position. Fail
to come up with the ball and the other
team could be racing off the other direction for a layup.
Same thing with blocked shots. Get
a lot of'em it's great, but go after every
shot and miss a lot, the team is vulnerable to offensive rebounding.
Shooting percentages and turnovers
are usually solid stats for defensive
prowess. Still, those numbers can be
skewed, too; the opposing team could
just he missing open shots or being

careless with the ball.
Get 40 deflections in a game — the.
benchmark for most teams — and
you're going to win the game almost
every time.
"There are so many things that the
casual fan doesn't understand, things
like deflections that don't show up in
the box score but are important because
they lead to something," longtime
coach and. television analyst Bill
Frieder said. "Not only do you stop a
possible basket, you might get a basket."
Though not every team tracks
deflections. many of the best teams in
the country play an aggressive style of
defense, getting their hands on lots of
balls to disrupt the opponent's offense
and create opportunities for themselves.
Louisville won a national championship last year thanks, in part. to its inthe
defense.
VirginiaaCom
jesemronywealth has. become a midmajor power with its relentlessness on
defense, leading the nation in steals and
•See DEFENSE, BA
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By MARK LONG
AP Sports Writer
Florida coach Billy Donovan
got a raise even before his team's
record-setting run through the
Southeastern Conference.
Donovan signed a three-year
contract extension last month that
yer
raised his average salary to $3.7
KYSER LOUGH / For the Ledger
million over the final six years of
Murray Ledger & Times Publisher Emeritus Alice Rouse accepts an autographed bas- the deal, which runs through the
ketball from Murray State Director of Athletics Allen Ward at Murray State's second- 2018-19 season.
The extension, agreed to in
round Collegelnsider.com Tournament game Monday night. Rouse announced her
retirement last week after nearly 40 years with the Ledger & Times. The paper was June, paid Donovan a $250,000
longevity bonus before March 1
pleased to name Mike Davis as publisher.
and increased his base salary
nearly $100,000 a season. With
the bonus. Donovan will earn
$3.9 million this season. He will
make $3.681 million each of the
next five years. •
The Gators(14-2) have won a
school-record 28 consecutive
games while making the Sweet
INDIANAPOLIS (AP) — Office issued a statement home in suburban Carmel after 16 for the fourth consecutive
Prosecutors postponed an initial Tuesday saying the hearing was he was spotted driving slowly, year. Both are the longest current
court appearance for Indianapolis postponed "unless or until" for- stopping in the roadway and fail- streaks in college basketball.
Florida became the first team
Colts owner Jim Irsay following mal charges are filed against him. ing to use a turn signal. Police
history to go 18-0 in the
SEC
in
Hamilton County Chief said Irsay failed several roadside
his arrest on drug-related charges.
Donovan's seniorseason.
regular
was
he
before
tests
Irsay had been scheduled to Deputy Prosecutor Andre Miksha field sobriety
laden team also won the SEC
go to court Wednesday following said prosecutors are riot bound by arrested.
tournament and earned the
Police said they found multi- NCAA tournament's overall top
his March 16 arrest on prelimi- preliminary booking charges.
Prosecutors and Irsay's family ple prescription drugs in his vehi- seed.The Gators beat Albany and
nary charges of misdemeanor
driving while intoxicated and have said he is undergoing treat- cle. The drugs were not associat- Pittsburgh to advance to the
four felony counts of possession ment at a facility outside of ed with any of the pill bottles round of 32 in the South Region,
found inside, and police said where they will face fourth-seedof a controlled substance. But the Indiana.
ed UCLA on Thursday night.
Irsay,54, was arrested near his some were not in bottles.
Hamilton County Prosecutor's

NFL

Irsay's court bearing delayed

•Racers...
From Page 7A
With Towson,the preparation
includes some expectations of
another physical game Thursday
night.
Led by 6-foot-8, 245 pound
forward Jerrelle Benimon — the
Colonial Athletic Association's
two-time player of the year —
the Tigers have gone from 1-31
in head coach Pat Skerry's first
season, to 25-10 this year.
Benimon. a Georgetown
transfer, averages 18.7 points
and 11.3 rebounds per game to
lead Towson, and is ranked as
the 76th best NBA draft
prospect among NCAA seniors
by draftexpress.net — sandwiched between Ole Miss'
and
Henderson
Marshall
Marquette's Jamil Wilson.
"Jarvis and Jonathan are
going to have to play well,''
Prohm said when asked how he
planned to defend Benimon.
"He's a little different than the
guys we faced from Omaha in
terms of his skill set, he will post
you, drive you and he can make
a three.
"He's a terrific, terrific
prospect. so we've got our hands
full. We are really going to have
to be locked in on how we want
to guard certain actions and
know certain personnel, but we
will be ready. Our guys are
tuned in."
Benimon isn't the only big
body the Racers are having to
prepare for.
Marcus Damas and Timajh
Parker-Rivera each.stand 6-foot7, and both have started all 35
games for the Tigers this season.
Point guard Mike Burwell is 6foot-5, while Towson's smallest
player — 6-foot-2 sharpshooter
Four McGlynn — knocked
down six threes on his way to 23
points in an 83-77 win over East
Tennessee State last Friday.
"They are physical and they
are big." Prohm said of Towson.
"They have big bodies and good
size at every position. They get
in the half court with you and
they have good length and size
defensively, and they have some
really good defensive stats."
The Tigers have held opponents to 68.3 points per game
this season and taken nearly 200
more free throws.
Prohm said Towson's physical guards are responsible for
both, but said his guys are ready
for another battle — across the
board.
"Our guys can handle the
physicality." he said. "We've got
some guys too. Fairell is a big
boy, Jarvis can respond and I
think a physical game helps our
guards maybe get a little bit
more excited to play.
"There's a good physical and

Murray. Kentucky
icier reY kt,)4b c
(270)753-4703

Regional Semifinals
At FedExForum
Memphis, Tenn.
Thursday, March 27
Dayton (25-10) vs Stanford (23-12). 7 15
pm
Ronda (34-2) vs UCLA (28-8), 9 45 p m
Regional Championship
Saturday, March 29
Semifinal winners
MIDWEST REGIONAL
Third Round
Saturday, March 22
At The Amway Center
Louisville 66 Saint Louis 51
At BMO Harris Bradley Center
Milwaukee
Michigan 79. Texas 65
Sunday, March 23
At Pt4C Arena
Tennessee 83 Mercer 63
At Scottracie Center
Kentucky 78, Wichita State 76
Regional Semifinals
At Lucas Oil Stadium
Indianapolis
Friday, March 28
Michigan (27-8) vs Tennessee (24-12).
715 pm
Kentucky (26-10) vs Louisville j31.5).
945 pm
Regional Championship
Sunday, March 30
Semifinal winners
WEST REGIONAL
Third Round
Saturday, March 22
At BMO Harris Bradley Center
Wisconsin 85, Oregon 77
At Spokane Arena
San Diego State 63 North Dakota State

Collegelneldscown Toumwnent
Al Times CST
Second Round
Monday, March 24
Murray State 86 Nebraska-Omaha 62
OuertertInais
Wednesday, March 26
Yale (17-13) at Columbia (21-12) 6 p m
VW (21-12) at Ohio (25-11 6 p m
San Diego (18-16) AT Paahc 117-151 9
pm
Thursday, March V
Towson (25-10) at Murray State (20-11)
7p m
NC AA Tournament
EAST REGIONAL
Third Round
Saturday. March 22
At First Niagara Center
Buffalo, N.Y.
UConn 77, Villanova 65
At Spokane Arena
Spokane, Wash.
Michigan State 80, Harvard 73
Sunday, March 23
At PNC Arena
Raleigh, N.C.
Virginia 78 Memphis 60
At The AT&T Center
San Antonio
Iowa State 85, North Carolina 83
Regional Semifinals
At Madison Square Garden
Now York
Fridays March 28
UCorri(28-8) vs. Iowa Stale 128-7). 727
Michigan State (28-8) vs Virginia (30-6),
957 p.m.
Regional Championship
Sunday, March 30
Semrfonal winners
SOUTH REGIONAL
Third Round
Saturday, March 22
At First Niagara Center
Dayton 55, Syracuse 53
At The Amway Center
Orlando, Fla.
Florida 61. Pittsburgh 45
Sunday, March 23
At Scottrade Center
SE Louis
Stanford 60 Kansas 57
At Vle(as Arena
San Diego
UCLA 77, Stephen F. Austin 60

44
Sunday, March 23
At The AT&T Center
Baylor 85 Creighton 55
At Vielas Arena
Arizona 84 Gonzaga 61
Regional Semifinals
At The Honda Center
Anaheim, Calif.
Thursday, March 27
Wisconsin (28-7) vs Baylor (26-11) 747
pm
San Diego State (31-4) vs Arizona (324) 10 17 pro
Regional Championship
Saturday, March 29
Semifinal winners

II Defense...
From Page 7A

there is a wrong physical,
though, and we need to play the
right way and be able to match
them."
Prohm said Towson's size
reminds him of Dayton, a team
the Racers lost to Dec.29 that is
now in the NCAA Tournament's
Sweet 16.
"(Towson) can post different
guys up with their size,a lot like
Dayton." he said. "They don't

have the depth that Dayton has,
but when you'look at what they
do, some different actions they
do throwing the ball inside, isolation post-ups, Dayton would
be one team they sort of remind
me of."
Thursday's winner advances
into the CIT semifinals, and
Prohm is hopeful the Racers
could get at least one more
home game should MSU beat

Towson.
For now, the semifinals are
the last thing on his mind.
"We just want to win the next
game." he said. "We won 20
games this season and probably
no one Would have bet this team
could do thnt, especially after a
2-5 start. I'm proud of our guys,
we have a good team, but right
now everything is just about trying to beat Towson."

DAVID

forcing turnovers with quick
hands.
Michigan State is in the
Sweet 16 for the 12th time in 17
seasons because of its active
defense. Arizona has been
arguably the nation's best defensive team this season and heads
to the Sweet 16 this week as a
popular pick to win it all after
overwhelming Gonzaga with its
in
pressure
-arm-waving

Sunday's third-round game.
"When you think of teams
like San Diego State, VCU,
Louisville, those teams create
offense through their defense
and it starts with being active,
playing with a great deal of
energy, guarding the ball tightly
and having active hands."
Musselman said.
Tracking deflections, at least
to many coaches,is the best way
to figure out if that's happening.

Easy-To-Handle Design At
Easy-To-Handle Prices

TORO
www.tyro.coin

A ttorney-At-Law

00,0 Monthly
Interest for 48
Months'l

Starting at
• 3-in-i cutting system
• Automatic braking system
• Exclusive Smart Speed
Control
• Powerful Kohler or
Kawasaki engines

420- 1

(270)753-2633
• Estate PlanninglWills• Criminal Defense
• DUI• Traffic Offenses
•Divorce/Custody/Domestic Violence
• Child Support/Adoption
• Civil Litigation •Personal Injuly

TimeCutter SS

2499

Gregory. Easley & Ernstber$1,c1
1 !.•,•I • \1titT.t. KJ

MURRAY HOME & AUTO, INC.
976 CHESTNUT ST

MURRAY

270-753-2571

Equipment. A promo fee will
• Offer applies only to single-receipt qualifying purchases. Oiler valid on Toro Timecutters, TiTANs and LCE
be charged and included in the promo purchase balance equal to '99 for purchases of 2.000 or more. No monthly interest will be
on promo purchase balance(in(luchng related promo lee) and fixed monthly payments are iequired equal to 1be2.0833%,2)the
char
the timid monthly payment will
rounded to
2.38 or,. or 3)5.5356% of initial promo_ purchase amount until promo is paid in lull. be
nonpromotional
required if the putt/use
nest highest whole dollar and may be higher than the minimum payment that would
Monthly
23.99%;
is
7
APR
Minimum
Purchase
accounts
new
For
purchases.
non-promotional
to
Tai
terms
account
Regular
purchase.
rs should lee their credit t14.1 agreement for their applicable terms. Subject to credit approval.
interest Charge is '2. Existing cards

WJ,

See dealer or toro.com (tort ca for Canaden residents)for warranty details. Product availability, pricing & special promotions art subieci to dealer options.
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Kentucky Gives Day provides
boost to nonprofits on April 9
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MELOAN PASSES MILESTONE: Ross Meloan, pictured at right, recently reached a blood
donation milestone of 13 total gallons to the Murray-Calloway County Hospital Blood Donor
Center. Meloan is the Director of Career Services at Murray State University and has been
donating blood since 1977. He said it's a fast and easy way to give back to the community.
Pictured with Meloan is Beth Wiggins, Blood Donor Center Coordinator. For more information
on Murray Hospital's Blood Donor Center, call 270-762-1119.
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Special to The Ledger
The Murray Calloway Endowment for
Healthcare is one of the hundreds of nonprofits
participating in Kentucky Gives Day on April 9.
Organized by the Kentucky Nonprofit Network,
Inc. and presented by Baptist Health, Kentucky
Gives Day is an online fundraising event that
encourages
Kentuckians to donate
as much money as possible in support of their
favorite participating
charities in just twenty- .4
four hours.
Last
year,
the
Endowment participated in efforts to raise funds for the upcoming Anna
Mae Owen Residential Hospice House and raised
more than $1,300. This year, donations will again
be designated to the construction and maintenance
of the Hospice House.
"Hospice Care is not about dying; it's about living life as fully as possible for as long as possible.
At the Hospice House, residents will have everything they need to keep up a high quality of life,"
said Sherri Boyd, RN, Hospice Coordinator.
The Hospice House will provide a first-of-itskind service line in western Kentucky by offering
end-of-life care in a comfortable, home-like setting. It will be an acute care, inpatient facility that
is specifically designed to address the requirements and requests of patients facing end-of-life
scenarios.
Beginning at midnight EDT on April 9 and continuing until 11:59 p.m., EDT,Kentuckians will go
online to kygives.org, connect with causes like the
Murray Calloway Endowment for Healthcare and

make tax-deductible donations. Donations made
on the site beforehand will also be accepted and
will be processed during the event.
-This is a unique way to gain funds for the
Hospice House but also to show how we as
Kentuckians come together to support good causes. We saw this spint last year when we participat;
ed and hope to see it
again this year," said
Keith Travis, vice
president
of
Development
at
MCCH.
"We saw the collective power of philan7
thropy with last year's
inaugural Kentucky Gives Day and we are excited
to build on this success," said Danielle Clore,
executive director of the Kentucky Nonprofit
Network, Inc.
To donate, users
may
log on
to
www.KYGives.org and search for "Friends of
Hospice," then choose their donation level. All
donation amounts are accepted, and will be
processed on April 9.
"Just $30 can provide 30 minutes of specialized
bathing care by a trained Hospice Aide, or $200
can provide a full eight hours of direct care from a
Hospice Nurse," Travis said.
The Murray Calloway Endowment fot
Healthcare is a 501(c)(3) organization and a supt
porting organization under section 509(a)(3). For
more information, contact Travis at (270) 7621908 or visit www.MCCHEndowment.org. For
more information about Kentucky Gives Day, visit
www.kygives.org or call (859)963-3203.
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Davis becomes newest MCCH Board of Trustees member
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Photo by Lame Cornwell / Spring Creek Health Care

BACKPACK CAMPAIGN: The Spring Creek Bee Positive Committee recently held their
annual Backpack Program competition between departments. They collected apiYoximately
2.000 items for the program, led by the winning group, "Popeye's Ambassadors,* with 650
items. The Backpack Program is organized by Need Line and provides easy-to-prepare food
for students in need in Murray and Calloway County.

Special to The Ledger
Ed Davis has joined the
County
Murray-Calloway
Hospital Board of Trustees.
A resident of Murray since
1976, he taught in the College of
Business at Murray State
University and worked in the
Small Business Development
Center for 14 years followed by
21 years as an Area Property

SAVINGMINUTES©
WHEN MINUTES MATTER

Administrator.
He currently is
the pastor of New
Liberty Church
in
of Christ
Buchanan, Tenn.
where he has
served for 16 Davis
years.
"Even though I grew up in
Alabama, Murray is my home,"

he said.
In his spare time, Davis enjoys
watching SEC football and
spending time with his family—
his wife, Mary, daughter, Kim
McFarlen, a teacher at Marshall
County High School and granddaughter, Emi McFarlen, who
lives in Memphis. Tenn. and is
the manager of the Pink Palace
Museum.
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TWO LOCAL PROGRAMS THAT COULD SAVE LIVES!
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The Savinnutesg program is designed to gather information
provided by the residents of Calloway County to assist first
responders in the event of an emergency by saving minutes when
minutes matter_
This program is a collaborative effort with the Calloway County
Shesifs Office and the Calloway County Health Deparbnent k is
provided at no cost to you and all information is voluntary. You are
in control of the information you provide through this system_ k is
an on-fine registry that asks specific questions about your home,
your family,and any functional or nomfical needs within the home.
For example, if one of your family members is insulin or oxygen
dependen& then you could lidude that information when you
register so that first'responders will be aware of that medical need.
To access the Savinglikroulesig program, go to unrow.callkyso_cono
or umw_callomayhealthorg and click on the Savinglirsuiest)icon_
If you do not have iniernet access, you can pick up a had copy of
the questionnaire at the Calloway County Health Department at602
Illeemory Lane in fauna,and they mil eider the information for you.
Another option is to go to the Calloway County Pubic Library to
Mika.leek computers.

The call before !he Morn?
The CodeREDO program is designed to automatically
notify Calloway County citizens in the event of emergency
situations or critical community alerts. These notifications
include severe weather warnings, evacuation notices,
biotermoism alerts, boil water advisories, and misskog
child reports.
This program is provided at no direct cost to you and yoU
can designate which type of alerts you want to receive and
select the type of notification method. Notifications can
be semi to businesses and homes dwough telephone, cell
phones,text messages,or electronic nsak.
The purpose of the CodeltEDO program to notify the
citizens of Calloway County of any situation that could
inpact their safety, property, or wedare.
To regisest for the CodeREDO notificatioew go to
wwiecallowaycounty4y.gov and dick on CodeREDO.
You may also call Judge Larry Elkins at(270)753-2020.
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Ukraine orders troop
pullout from Crimea
KIEV, Ukraine (AP) —
U.S., Britain, Canada, France, Crimea has been rendered legitUkraine's fledgling government Germany, Italy and Japan.
imate by a referendum held earordered troops to retreat from
"We're united in imposing a lier this month in which the bulk
Crimea on Monday,ending days cost on Russia for its actions so of voters in the peninsula
of wavering as Western leaders far," Obama said.
approved the move, but the
tried to present a unified
Speaking to leading lawmak- process has come under susresponse to Russia's increasing- ers in the Ukrainian capital, tained criticism from the interly firm control of the peninsula. Kiev,
Turchnynov
said national community.
Russian forces have been sys- Ukrainian troops would be evacRussian Defense Minister
tematically seizing Ukrainian uated with their families in Sergei Shoigu visited Crimea on
ships and military installations response to unspecified threats Monday to inspect the Black
in Crimea, including a naval from what he termed occupying Sea Fleet, which has been stabase near the eastern Crimean Russian forces.
tioned in Crimea under an
port of Feodosia, where two
The interim government in agreement with Ukraine that
injured servicemen were taken Kiev has been criticized for its allowed Moscow to have up to
captive on Monday and as many indecision over Ukrainian 25,000 troops in the peninsula.
as 80 were detained on-site, troops in Crimea, where Russian The Russian officials have
Ukrainian officials said.
forces have steadily gained con- remained coy about their precise
With the storming of at least trol of bases and ships. Over the -nt,rnber.
three military facilities over the weekend, Russian
troops
Stioigu met with Ukrainian
past three days alone — and the stormed the Belbek air force servicemen, explaining the bendecision by some to switch to base near Sevastopol and efits and privileges they will
the Russian side — it wasn't detained the commander.
have if they join the Russian
clear how many Ukrainian
Tired of weeks of tension, military.
troops remained on the peninsu- uncertainty and Kiev's indeciHe named the former head of
Denis
la. The former chief of Ukraine's sion, some Ukrainian troops Ukraine's
navy,
navy, who was charged with were leaving their bases. In the Berezovsky, as deputy comtreason after he swore allegiance bay of Donuzlav in western mander of the Black Sea Fleet.
to the Crimean authorities and Crimea, the crew of the Berezovsky was appointed comurged others to defect, was Ukrainian navy ship Konstantin mander of Ukraine's navy on
named a deputy chief of Russia's Olshanskiy were packing up and March 1, only to surrender the
Black Sea Fleet.
leaving Monday.
country's base in the port of
Ukraine's acting president,
The ship's crew was using a Sevastopol to pro-Russian
Oleksandr Turchnynov, whose small boat that made several forces a day later. Authorities in
new government has struggled round trips to carry them to the Kiev have charged him with
to maintain control and cohe- shore.
treason.
There were hecklers on the
Russian
Prime
Minister
sion, said the Defense Ministry
was ordered to withdraw all ser- shore when the crew arrived. Dmitry Medvedev chaired a
vicemen in Crimea to Ukraine's One man shouted that they were meeting on providing economic
mainland.
"rats fleeing a ship," while aid to Crimea, promising that
The situation in Ukraine is set another man blasted the Russian Crimeans will continue receiving pensions and subsidies even
to dominate U.S. President national anthem out of his car.
"We aren't rats, we aren't run- after the region switches to the
Barack Obama's agenda as he
begins a week of international ning," said one sailor, who only Russian ruble.
travel in the Netherlands, where gave his first name of Yevgeny
The West has leveled a raft of
he was to attend a nuclear secu- to discuss a sensitive subject. sanctions against Russia for its
rity summit. The event has been "Why should we have stayed, moves in Crimea that have been
overshadowed by hurriedly what would we have accom- hailed by some, but criticized as
scheduled talks on Ukraine plished?"
not going far enough by others.
among the Group of Seven
Russia completed its annexaIn Moscow, some restaurants
industrialized economies — the tion of Crimea last week, after are mocking the sanctions the
its troops took control over the U.S. imposed on Russia over its
Please support the...
Ukrainian region followittg the annexation of Crimea by posting
American
ouster of a Kremlin-friendly signs saying that they have
Red Cross
government in Kiev.
banned Obama from their premMoscow
says its absorption of
ises.
Every Donation Brings Hope
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-AP Photo/The Advocate-Messenger, Clay Jackson
FLAG ETIQUETTE: Members of the Danville Fire Department recently talked to members of
Hogsett Elementary School Student Council members about flag etiquette outside at the
Hogsett Elementary School's flag pole. The group learned about how to fold a flag and dispose of a old worn American flag, and proper ways to raise and lower a flag on the flag pole.
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NYC museum dedicated to
9/11 victims opens May 21
NEW YORK (AP) — A longawaited museum dedicated to
the victims of the Sept. 11 terrorist attacks will open to the
public at the World Trade Center
site on May 21, officials
announced Monday.
The opening will follow a
May 15 ceremony and a six-day
dedication period during which
the museum will be open around
the clock for 9/11 family members, rescue and recovery workers and others directly affected
by the 2001 attacks, said Joe
Daniels, president of the
National 9/11 Memorial and
Museum.
"We want to make sure that
our doors are open for them to
see it before the public does,"
Daniels said.
The museum includes two
core exhibitions at the foundation of the trade center complex.
One of, them, called "In
Memoriam," pays tribute to the
2,983 people killed in the Sept.

II, 2001, attacks as well as the
six people killed in a truck
bombing at the trade center on
February 26, 1993. The other, a
three-part historical exhibition,
tells the story of Sept. II and
explores what led to the terrorist
strikes.
The museum's regular hours
will be 9 a.m. to 8 p.m. daily.
"This is a major milestone,"
Daniels said. "It's just a very
real marker of the rebirth of the
World Trade Center."
Planners had originally hoped
that the museum could open in
2011,on the 10th anniversary of
the attacks. Construction delays
were made worse by flooding
caused by Superstorm Sandy
and by a funding dispute with
the site's owner, the Port
Authority of New York and New
Jersey, stopping all work for
nearly a year.
The planned ticket price of
$24 has angered some Sept. I I
family members.

020

Cc

$OW
paid
For t
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Retired Deputy Fire Chief Jim
Riches and Sally Regenhard,
each of whom lost firefighter
sons in the attacks, complained
earlier this year that the museum
"was never intended to be a revenue-generating tourist attraction with a prohibitive budget
and entrance fee." Museum officials defend the planned ticket
price, saying the museum's
operations are privately funded.
Daniels said there will be no
admission charge for relatives
of Sept. II victims or for rescue
and recovery workers. Children
age 6 and younger will get in
free, and admission will be free
for everyone on Tuesdays from
5 p.m. and 8 p.m.
There will continue to be no
charge to enter the World Trade
Center memorial plaza, which is
already open. About 5.3 million
people visited the plaza last year
to see the two huge fountains
that sit in the original footprints
of the twin towers.
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starting at
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15 IN STOCK
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+ Tax & license
Includes $3,500 Rebate +
$500 Chrysler Capital Bonus Cash

For nary car we sell In Mardi,David Taylor thrysior will donate $100 to St. Jude.
Moro road'oorgoal ofSOfor die month,well double It to $200for a total°MOAN

Interest rates are low and it's the perfect time to refinance or
purchase your first home. We'll work closely with you to create
a personalized mortgage plan that matches your financial goals.
And, for a limited time, you'll even reoaive a $200 MasterCard'
Gift Card!** when your loan closes. Look no further for the perfect
home loan offer! Ask us how you can take advantage today!
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Kelp Wanted

Lynn Grove
Self Storage
270-519-0143
Cliff & Laura Kay
OLD Batteries, Scrap
Metal & Junk Cars
Do you have
any of these?
Looking to
remove them
from your property?
We can help
Call for more details
270-978-2111 or
270-227+0067

nue to be no
World Trade
laza, which is
it 5.3 million
1,1aza last year
ige fountains
nal footprints

Papa Smurf
Storage
1st Month Free!
*New Climate Control
Available
*247 Surv.alianco
*Pest Control
Hwy 94 East
270-978-1400 or

270-485-6122
THE Murray Ledger &
Times
considers
its
sources reliable, but inaccuracies
do
occur
Readers using this information do so at their own
risk. Although persons and
companies
mentioned
herein are believed to be
reputable. The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor any of
its employees accept any
responsibility whatsoever
for their activities

REWARD! Lost
Shih-tzu btw Glendale &
Sycamore. Inside pet &
needs meds. If seen
please call
270.873.9666
060
Help Wanted
TERMITE technician.
Apply in person 1302
N. 12th. McGee Pest
Control
1

for!
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ADMINISTRATIVE
Assistant
Coldwater United
Methodist Church
approximately 15 hours
a week, $550 / month
Mail resume to 8317
St Rt 121 N Murray.KY
42071
BARTENDER - Will
train for beer garden.
Flexible
hours.
Pleasant and outgoing.
731-232-6045
CARPET
World
Furniture Gallery is
seeking a full-time furniture sales person.
Apply in person 13395
Hwy 641 N. Puryear
TN. 731-498-8161
HOUSEKEEPERS &
maintenance persons.
Days only. Must have
reliable transportation
and weekend availability. 270.436.2767

Data Voice & Fiber
Optic Cable Installers
Expenence a Plus
Travel required.
Email resume to:
mhathome@
datalinkcomm.corn
METAL
Fabricator
position available. Help
wanted for general
steel/aluminum fabrication work in Pans. Parttime or full-time needed_ $13/hour for general fabricator position,
$15/hour if skilled in
both fabrication & manual lathe/mill work. Do
not apply for this posihoc if you are not qualifikl. Send resume to
PO Box 99, Springville,
TN 38256 or email to
fabjob outlook.com.
MOSIER Log Homes is
looking for temporary
construction help for a
project starting midMarch. 812-366-4817
Ask for Russell.
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: LEDGER&TIMES :
3 OM
6 me.
I yr. ..„..-...$105.00

Home Delivery
3 mo......--$30.00
6 mo.--.-955.90
1 yr.-.---$105.00

Rest of KY/TN
AB Other Mail
I Pun,cos AL Buchanan)
Subscriptions
3 mo..._..........$75.00 3 mo..---.$40.00
6 mo...--00.08
6 mo..-...1 yr. -----9145.00 1 yr
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Money Order

Real Estate
LAM Property
Lots For See
Lots For Rent
Fame For Sale
Acreage
Homes For Sale
Motorcycles C ATV s
Auto Parts
Sport UnIrty vetwies
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats I Motors
Services Offered
Free Column
Tobacco 4 Supplies

Visa

LEDGER
Has opportunities available.

Robinson Construction
Company is accepting
applications & resumes
for carpenters, concrete
forernen,cement finishers,
rod busters,operators,
miliwnghts Ironworkers,
pipe fitters, pipe welders,
& laborers E0E. Apply
at 1821 Peartree Lane,
Hopkinsville, KY42240
robinsonconstruction
COM
SALES/CLERICAL
Paint, decorating retail
knowledge of selecting
colors, making paint
and flooring sales
experience preferred
Apply 1204 Johnson
Blvd, Murray.
SEASONAL CDL driver. Class A required.
Apply in person at
1266 Brewers Hwy.
Hardin. EOE
SEASONAL truck driver wanted Must have
Class A, able to pass
drug screen and back
ground check Please
contact 270-767-1700
090
Domestic & Childcare
Caregiver for Dialysis
patients/
Seniors..
Looking for more beautiful people to add joy
to my life_ Will run
errands, laundry, light
housekeeping,
yard
work.
References.
2 70 . 2 27 . 7 5 3 7 ,
270.474.0279
140
Want to Buy
"ANTIQUES", gas, oil
& soda signs, pump,
military. Call Larry
753-3633
CASH paid for
good, used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray.
GOOD used air conditioner, used carpeting,
refrigerator,
stove,
electric & gas heater,
storm windows.
753-4109
150
Articles
For Sale

We PAY top SS.S

@Trends-n-Treasures
Murray KY 270-753-4161

SINGER
SALES E. VAC
JANOME & SINGER
sewing machines
• ORECK Vacuums
Guilts starting at S59
G.E.Financing

908-C 2 12th
Center
(270)753-5323

E Suth 12th St

(270)753-1713
160
Horne Furnishings

Mail this coupon with payment to:
BRAND NEW PILLOW
Top Mattress Sets. Still
in plastic, King $385.
Full $185.
(270)293-4121

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray,KY 42071
Or call (270) 753-1818
.1

320
Apartments For Rent

Calloway Gardens
Essex Downs
Apartments
I BR from $345
211R from $375
270-753-8556
1505 Duiguid Dr.
I DD 1-800-545-1833
Ext. 283 .
6
rt
er Equal oppounity

Monday through Friday
Good communication skills &
computer knowledge required.
Send resumes to
classified@murrayledger.com
OR
PO Box 1040-L
Murray, KY 42071

LiPLOGC

Sales ProfessionW
Position

Growing precision agriculture company located
in Murray, KY seeking candidates for the
position of Sales Professional.
The Sales professional will be responsible
for growing a portfolio of accounts.
The ideal candidate will be results onented,
have passion for helping customers, and
possess expert communication and presentation
skills. Some overnight travel is required.
Salary based upon experience and education.
Send resume to jObSOtaplogic.com.

Our business is growing and

Tri-State
International Trucks
of Murray is accepting
applications for the
following positions:

*Service Advisor
*Outside Parts Sales
Person
*Diesel Service
Technician
Compensation will be based on qualifications.
Tri-State offers insurance package, 401(k), and
paid vacations & holidays

Apply in person or send resume to:
100 Max Hurt Dr.,
Murray, KY 42071
Or Email:
icrabtree@tristateinternational.net
Or Fax Tg: 270-753-5773
Call 270-753-1372 for more information

---?..)NexPay
NexPay is looking for four, full-time customer
service representatives and one full-time supervisor
for our service center in Murray, KY.
The positions offer competitive salanes with paid
benefits including health, term life and ADD.
Salary will be based upon qualifications.
Responsties and qualifications include
• Possess upbeat, tnendly, and customer
service-minded approach
• Background in health claims preferred but not
required.
• Desire to be part of a culture of great
customer service, as well as a professional
work environment

Beautiful country, 2BR
upstairs apt. CHA, all
appliances, hardwood,
includes
water,
$ 600 /month.
References, no pets,
Aphl 1 270.227.8627.
NOW LEASING
1 2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Fnday.
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #711
VERY nice 4BR, 28A,
newly remodeled, New
appliances & fixtures
throughout. Coleman
Real Estate
270-753-9898
340
Houses For Rent
4 or 5BR Houses
Lease & Deposit
Required
270-753-4109
nicholsentcom
/properties
Small rental house
South.
Rent
641
$425/month, deposit
$575. All appliances,
water, garbage, and
mowing furnished No
pets. 270-227-6431, no
texts
360
Storage Rentals

• Responding to customer questions and problem
solving according to a standardized process

180
Lew & Garden
HICKS Lawn Care
Licensed & Insured
Free Estimates
270.853.3140

320

Apartments For Rent
1 OR 2br apts near
Murray.
downtown
Lease and deposit
required. 753-4109.
1BR apt in various
Coleman
locations.
Real Estate
270-753-9898

DACHSHUNDS puppies for sale $125 a
piece 227-0140
410
Public Sale

AUSTIN Auction
Service
All types Auction
Benton, KY
270-705-4859
430
Real Estate
REAL ESTATE FOR
SALE. Apartment building and duplexes. Visit
nicholsent.comiproperties
270-753-4109

[Erah.,

5
acres,
partially
fenced/ 2/3 open.
Private Lane to cement
pad & septic. Pond
near KY lake. $22,500
ph:Harry 270-227-9948

1123
Hanes For Saie
New 2-4
Bedroom homes in
Riverfield Estates
SBG Real Properly
Professionals
293-7872
3BR/1.5
BA
rural
neighborhood. Perfect
for young family. Huge
w/tool
shed
yard
Attached
garage
270.978.2861
or
270.436.5927

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
11 9 E Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell: (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

Traditional 3BR 213A
Brick Home
wall maintained;
Beautiful
Landscaping.
2 blocks frorn WU.
$126,500
270. 217. 3191
kw

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S. 4TH ST.
career of 121 S. & Glendale.
IOXIO's & 10:15's
(270)436-2524
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
•Inside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
•Safe & clean
•We sell boxes'
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

Newly remodeled 4
bedroom brick in Lynn
Grove area. 2 Bath,
hardwood floors, new
C/ H/A, on natural gas,
large 2 acre lot. 2 large
buildings.
storage
REduced price.
293-1231
170

601 Maple Street
270-753-6964

Garage kept '09 black
FXDB Dyna Street Bob
Harley Motorcycle w.
56xx miles. Excellent
condition, 1584cc air
cooled twin cam 96,
6spd w/ hard leather
HD saddle bagshwy
pegs, detachable full
windshield, small low
profile backrest & new
HD tires. Runs excellent, just no time to
ride. $11,499. 8a-8p
270-227-9149,
270-227-7182

Auto Shop

Auto Pots

Commerical Prop. For Rent

2.300SOFT

Queen Pillow Top mattress set. NEW in plastic. $195. Can Deliver
270-293-4121

AKC Australian Terrier
puppies
Champion
bloodlines
Born
1/21/14 UTD all shots,
Vet Checked. $600.
270.227 0599

1656 Ryan Ave,
Murray

• Data entry into a customer service portal

Additional lob duties and further information will
be available upon resume and interview. For further
questions, contact HR Department at
P.O. Box 1040 N Murray. KY 42071
Deadline for accepting applications is Apni 11th

380
Pits It Supplies

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-S0
753-7668

• Professional and pleasant phone skills. .
Dr Ftihrmann

WARD-ELKINS

Zip

Clerical positions
Full & Part-time available.

CHRISTOPHER'S COINS

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES

MIC

111 ICH 11

Offloe/Retall/
Warehouse Space

clean up / body work
newly painted
single bay
605 S 3rd

(270)485-6122
Warehouse building
3375 sqft with 2 overhead doors & office
719 S 4th St
270.753.5976

USED TIRES
14. 15. 16 inch
Starting at 520
mounted

Call 753-5606
Used Cars

MIN To Rent

I Daytime Ph.

I.

(IN

$8.2.5 First Day - 20 words or less - Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.12 per word per day.
..1.35 extra for Smart Saver (Mon Classifieds izo into Smart Sax ., r
The publisher maintains the right to retect or edit any submitted matter
I'LACF • t UNE • 1.. l• a wif i .,.. •em. I.;
. . . • . ..• ...; el •

Help Wanted

Construction Workers

Appainces

I City

FDIC

CLASSIFIED AD RATES

$8.50 Column Inch, 60% Discount 2nd Run,
401 Discount 3rd Run.
rikil 3 Ads Must Run Within ti Day Perlod )
13.35 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide)
i i -...1 •i ).-.

060
Help Wanted

PT housekeeper need
ed for lake resort clean
ing Day hours only
Weekends required
270-436-2345

155

I Name
1
St. Address

State

430
435
440
445
450
455
460
470
460
465 •
490
495
500
510
520
530
560
570

060

'Coin Appraisal

MURRAY

Check

3100
390

for your coins
We SELLcoins
& paper money

subscribe to the

Local Mail

Ole

320
330
340
360
370

or email dbuehler@

13nng on
Spring!

1

300

Help Wanted

$.30 x 100acres 43000esvulath)
no property too small

(

195
200
210
220
260
270
260
235

.412)

Farm Equipment
Harry Equipment
Sports Equipment
F ormsood
WAX*
Mobile Horne Lots For Sale
Mobile Hornet For Sale
Motets Howes For Rent
Mobile Home Lots For Rent
BUISOMMIS Rontats
Apartments For Rent
Roane For Rent
Houses For Rent
Storage F991,1911
Commercial Property
Pets 4 Supplies
Lnettstock 4 Supplies
Public Sale
Land For Rent or LOW

060
Notice

Extra Farm INCOME
TIMBERivs
DEER 44
Deer income exceeds timber income 400%
Insured
Controlled
Managed
$30/acre
paid annually to you
for the lease of
your property

to

190

DEADLINES
16:nday

FrilOun

Sinai Saver

Fn.9un.

Ika.91.m.

Tuesdrf
lteknesdin

Non.12pin,

Muslin

Tue. lp.m.

Fnarf
Seturerf

IVed.12 p.m.
Thur 12p.m.

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 or stop by our office
at 1001 Whitnell Ave.-Office Hours: Monday-Friday 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927

MasterCard

members of
tside at the
lag and disle flag pole

INDEX

Legal Nonce
Notice
Personals
Firwrical
Roommate Wanted
Lost And Found
Help Wanted
Position Wanted
Domestic 4 Chilmars
Bu Innate Opportunity
Electronics
Computers
Appliance Pans
Want To Buy
Articles For Sate
Appliances
Horne Furnishings
Antiques
Lawn A Garden

3130 2BA off main highway; no more that 5-6
miles from city. easonable rent. Smoker with
pets. 270.767.1849.

1BR effeciency apt
near downtown. 1
occupant only, no pets,
no smoking. $300/mo
plus utilities Deposit
required.
Call 293-2843

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES
Obedience
DOG
glendhenmere.com
(270)436-2858.

tVe Fr17,111(1'

510
Campers
05 GulfStream 32tt
Sleeps 8. Chevy chasis, 11K miles, garage
kept. New inside & out.
270.293.1231
520
I*Ws
1985 Riviera Cruise
Pontoon Boat 28ft.
1984 Outboard Evin,
70HP, new carpet,
good leather seats, in
enclosed
building.
$3,500 0.8.0.
270-227-9965
530
Services Offered

630
Senves Offered
*Home improvements
Iflath 6 Kitchen
From Drywall & Painting
To Plumbing,
Flooring & Decks
qnsured ..Sr Discount
'Free Estimates
4tember Of Angles List
kentuckyiake
remodeling.cont
270-438-5959
LAWN MOWING
SERVICE
270.759.4564
Lawn Mowing. Free
Estimates. Hector
270-227-6638

Greg Mansfield
-270-978-1204
All
Carpentry
Construction Homes,
remodeling,
decks,
porches,
screened
garages, sagging, rotten floors termite damage, home and mobile
repair
753-0353
Larry Nimmo

Hill Electric
Since 1986
Residential &
Commercial
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or
small

753-9562
www.hillelectric.com
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages, gutters.
junk & tree work
A-1 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Insured
753-TREE (8733)

111114,00
Garage Door
Sales & Maintenance

6" Continuous Gutters
Great Hometown Service
span° your mosey our of
keep rf

slate

12701 293-8480

CHAIN LINK
FENCING
$11/fit. installed
Mitchuson
Landscaping
270-205-5274
*Handyman Services
*Yard Wort
*Gutters Cieaned
*Home Repairs
Gary 2713-227-0420
John 270-350-7447

MOWING SERVICE
Mowing

BAILEYS
LAWN CARE

Trimming

LAWN MOWING
LAWN CLEAN-UP
Taking New Clients
Residential &
Commercial
270.293.3161

Call or text for estimate

FRAMES TREE
SERVICE &
DEBRIS REMOVAL
• 1

Edging
270.227.7002 Cohen Rogers
r0293.9233 Denham Rogers
'Referenon AvaiLibie

PRESCOTT
ROOFING
Over 28 Years
Experience
Zach 270-873-7700
David 270-227-1106

ilingh2 Hand Nakd
Ron Frame
(270)227-3140
(270)474-0323
YEARRY'S Tree and
Lawn Service.Licensed
and insured. Free estimates.
436-2562, 227-0267
WADE'S Lawn Care
mulching,
Mowing,
landscaping,
limb
removal. All your lawn
care needs. Call
270-705-6001

David's Home I
Improvement
11(

TRA S
ASPHA I.
l'a% nog-Sealimiting
Striping
t•raii0-Dirt-Sand
11/%1 IKIs
270-293-4256

FUTRELL'S
TREE SERVICE
•Tnmming
*Removal
*Stump Grinding
•Firewood
*insured

(270) 489-2839

Water Damaged Floors
Braces & Door Joists
Remodeling & Plumbing
Writ Do Insurance Work
Visa 11.4esterCara Accepted

731-247-5422,
270-293-2643

Sweet, Spayed, 8
month old kitten Litter
box trained. Needs a
family. 270-978-1714

GARLANE
RENTAL
"If you've got It we CAN store It'
For all your storage convenience
Choose from our 3 locations• Murray Store & Lock - 1611 N 12th St.
• MBC Storage - 1900 N 12th St
Lights, Electricity. and 24/7 Surveillance
6 Garland Rental Boat & Mini Storage - Hwy 94E
•Brand New Motorhorne Boat Storage
All sizes available, call today
to reserve your storage unit

270-753-2905

CIASSIFIED
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weekly & special pic
• locally owned/verged
759-1151 • 2932713
293-Z714
I

I
\\

NILE SEPTIC
PUMPING
EXCAVATION
Is TRUCKINC
AJ Year Septic Needs
Installatton
& Repair
Dirt, Gravel
White Rock,
Sand, & Mulch
(170)193-8686
Hill Appliance
Repair
Serving
West Kentucky
Jason Hill
(270)226-0194
Service on all
major brands
Licensed & Insured

iffEPLYWRIIG

ON BEA

MINI
STORAGE
Iiii1111 I
Sire Units

Murray Ledger & Times

Look

SUDOKU
Conc.ptss SudoKu

MY Surveillance • Electricity
MOttieve DO Minato Control Units

ww.NAirs.

LAWN
SERVICE
inn: ENTIVINrus • NO CONIIINCTS

8

,2

(274:6)22'7-1151sal

1
8
5

,r/Nan
ris
McCUISTON
ROOFING

Gallimore
Electrical Contractors, LLC

270-293-1924

IsilestrlaUesarercial/liallsatial

Free Estimates

James C. Callan,

Licensed & Insured

WWW.41C1.1.C.NET

Protecting your house like
it IS Our house!

(270) 759-0890

Sudoku 51 numOter-placing puzzle based on a 9x9 grird ioato
severat given numbers The wow is ki peace the nurnbers I to
9 in tie empty squares so mat eacn row each coiorrin and each
3x3 box contains the same numbei only once The difficulty level
of the

Concept's Sudoku increases from Monday to Sunday

By Dave Green
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Japan-U.S. nuclear deal announced at Hague summit
THE HAGUE, Netherlands
(AP) — A major international
summit to rein in the threat of
opened
nuclear
terrorism
Monday with Japan pledging to
return to the United States more
than 315 kilograms (700
pounds) of weapons-grade plutonium and a supply of highly
enriched uranium.
The Nuclear Security Summit
is the third in a series of meetings established after a landmark 2009 speech by President
Barack Obama in which he said
non-secure nuclear material
presents "the most immediate
and extreme threat to global
security."
American and Japanese officials announced the deal — the
meeting's first important break-

through — at the two-day summit in The Hague, Netherlands.
This is a very significant
nuclear security pledge and
activity," U.S. Energy Secretary
Ernest Moniz told reporters.
"The material will be transferred
to the United States for transformation into proliferation-resistant forms."
Japan originally received the
material from the U.S. and
Britain in the 1960s for use in
research.
The summit focuses not on
nuclear weapons but on efforts
to reduce and secure nuclear
material stockpiles to prevent
them falling into the hands of
terrorists who could potentially
use them to fashion a weapon.
"All our discussions today and

tomorrow will focus on one
question: How to prevent
nuclear terrorism," Dutch Prime
Minister Mark Rutte said as he
opened the meeting.
The number of countries possessing such stockpiles has fallen from 39 in 2009 to 25 at the
start of the Hague summit.
The summit, which hosts leaders and senior officials from 53
countries, is expected to wrap
up Tuesday with a commitment
to enact further reforms to boost
nuclear security before a final
summit in Washington in 2016.
the
into
flew
Obama
Netherlands on Monday morning and was attending a hastily
arranged G-7 summit later in the
day to discuss the West's
response to Russia's annexation

of Crimea.
The White House also said, in
addition to the Japan deal, the
United States had reached
agreements with Belgium and
Italy to remove highly enriched
uranium and plutonium from
those European allies.
The White House said it had
removed a "significant amount"
of nuclear material from
Belgium and about 20 kilograms
(44 pounds)from Italy. It did not
elaborate.
"Italy and the United States
plan to continue to work together to eliminate additional stocks
of special nuclear material to
make sure they do not fall into
the hands of terrorists," the
Obama administration said in a
statement.

Yosuke Isozaki, a senior
national security adviser to
Japanese Prime Minister Shinzo
Abe, said handing over the highly enriched uranium and plutonium was part of Japan's efforts
to prevent proliferation.
"Japan shares a vision of a
without
nuclear
world
weapons," he said through a
translator.
As part of the deal, the U.S.
will continue to receive spent
reactor fuel from Japanese
nuclear plants for an additional
10 years.
Miles Pomper, a nuclear
expert at the Monterey Institute
of International Studies, called
the return of the materials "a
step in the right direction."
In addition to the weapons-

grade material Japan is giving
back, it maintains a stockpile of
9.3 tons of lesser-grade plutonium that could be easily
weaponized by a country of
Japan's sophistication. That
material also could present an
attractive target for terrorists.
Additionally Japan's new
Rokkasho nuclear plant, due to
come online this year, is capable
of producing almost that many
more tons of plutonium per year
when operational. Yet, with
most of Japan's nuclear plants
still shut down in the wake of
the 2011 Fukushima nuclear
plant disaster, there is no apparent use for that material.
"So this is a step forward, but
it's not enough," Pomper said.

Fears rise that more than 8 died in mudslide in Washington
ARLINGTON, Wash.(AP) —
The search for survivors of a
deadly Washington state mudslide grew Monday to include
108 names of people who were
reported missing or were unaccounted for, but authorities cautioned the figure would likely
decline dramatically.
Still, the size of the list raised
concerns the death toll would
rise far above the eight people
who have been confirmed dead
after the 1-square-mile slide
Saturday swept through part of a
former fishing village about 55
miles northeast of Seattle.
Several people also were critically injured. About 30 homes
were destroyed, and the debris
blocked a 1-mile stretch of state
highway.
"The situation is very grim.

Snohomish County Fire District
21 Chief Travis Hots said,
stressing that authorities are still
in rescue mode and are holding
out hope. But he noted: "We
have not found anyone alive on
this pile since Saturday."
Adding to the worries was that
the slide struck Saturday morning, a time of the weekend when
most people are at home. Of the
49 structures in the neighborhood hit by the slide, authorities
believe at least 25 were occupied full-time.
Snohomish County emergency
management director John
Pennington said the list of 108
names was pulled together from
various sources that authorities
are working from, and it doesn't
mean there are that many
injuries or fatalities.

Horoscope
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Thursday, March 27,
2014:
This year you have the ability to energize others to
accomplish their goals. You are more in tune with
a personal matter than others had originally
thought. They will see you take action that reflects
this knowledge. If you are single, check out someone you meet with care, as some of the people you
meet are not what they project themselves to be.
Midsummer marks a period when this tendency
might not be as prominent. If you are attached.
you discover just how much fun you can have with
your sweetie, as long as you can let go of certain
issues. PISCES could make you uncomfortable, as
he or she seems to see right through you.

Among the possible missing
are construction workers coming into the neighborhood and
people just driving by.
"It's a soft 108," Pennington
said.
Search and rescue teams took
to the air in helicopters and the
ground on foot on Sunday looking for anyone who might still
be alive. Their spirits had been
raised late Saturday night when
they heard the cries for help
from the flotsam of trees, dirt
and wreckage.
Dangerous conditions forced
them to turn back in the darkness.
Snohomish County sheriffs
Lt. Rob Palmer said four bodies
were discovered late Sunday.
Earlier in the day. authorities
said one body had been found

by Jacqueline Bigar
of listening to a family member about what is happening. If you are not careful, you could become a
bit difficult. Allow others to dominate.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** You might want to move in a new direction
or change your speed when dealing with a personal matter. How you handle this issue could change
your plans. Focus on completion rather than taking
on anything new.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** You might want to understand what is happening with a loved one. Know that you won't get
information by pushing this person. Remain open
and relaxed. You are at your best when working
with individuals rather than groups today.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
***** Be more forthright and direct in your
dealings. Honor a change of pace, and follow
through on your long-desired results. Keep conversations to yourself, especially one you have had
recently, and you'll gain a new perspective.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
***** You could be in a situation that allows
more give-and-take between others. You might
laugh when you see how comical a situation is.
There is no need to close down. You will say what
you think some other time, when it is more appropriate. .
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** You will find that you have an opportunity
to make a difference by responding to someone's
inquiries. You might not even think that this person
is being serious, but what he or she is indicating is
what little knowledge he or she has.
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** Relate to others directly. You have the
energy and wherewithal to find a resolution. Be
clear about your choices, even when dealing with
a very difficult person. You likely will want to understand more about a financial commitment.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
**** In the daylight hours, you might want to
play it low-key, as you will be gaining information
about a potential legal matter or a situation that
you want documented. As the sun sets, you might
question the relevancy of this idea.

Murray

on the debris field. Three people
were already confirmed dead on
Saturday.
Crews were able to get to the
soupy, tree-strewn area that was
15-feet deep in places Sunday
after geologists flew over in a
helicopter and determined it was
safe enough for emergency
responders and technical rescue
personnel to search for possible
survivors. Hots said.
He added that they did not
search the entire debris field,
only drier areas safe to traverse.
Both frequent, heavy rainfall
and geography make the area
prone to landslides. Less than a
decade ago. another slide hit in
area.
general
same
the
Geologists and other experts
said the Stillaguamish River
likely caused some erosion in

the area that was carved by glaciers.
Authorities believe Saturday's
slide was caused by ground
made unstable by recent heavy
rainfall.
Washington Gov. Jay Inslee
described the scene as "a square
mile of total devastation" after
flying over the disaster area
midday Sunday. He assured
families that everything was
being done to find their missing
loved ones.
The slide blocked the North
Fork of the Stillaguamish River,
raising fears for a time of downstream flooding Saturday. But
the water began to seep through
the blockage Sunday, alleviating
some concerns.
Bruce Blacker, who lives just
west.of the slide, doesn't know

the whereabouts of six neighbors. "It's a very close-knit community," Blacker said as he
waited at an Arlington roadblock before troopers let him
through.
Search-and-rescue help came
from around the region, including the Washington State Patrol
and the Army Corps of
Engineers.
Dane Williams, 30, who lives
a few miles from the mudslide,
spent Saturday night at a Red
Cross shelter at the Arlington
school. He said he saw a few
"pretty distraught" people at the
shelter who didn't know the fate
of loved ones who live in the
disaster area.
"It makes me want to cry,"
Williams said.

Coast Guards aims to
reopen Houston ship

GALVESTON,Texas(AP) —
The Coast Guard aimed to
reopen one of the nation's
busiest seaports Monday, two
days after a collision between a
barge and a ship spilled as much
as 170,000 gallons of tar-like oil
to spill into the waters south of
Houston.
Officials believe most of the
oil that spilled Saturday is driftThe Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll Have: 5ing out of the Houston Ship
Dynamic; 4-Positive: 3-Average; 2-So-so; 1 Channel into the Gulf of
Difficult
Mexico, which should limit the
on bird habitats around
impact
19)
21-April
(March
ARIES
Bay as well as beachGalveston
**** You'll be feisty and might want to push
es and fisheries important to
back, which could cause someone to cop an attitude. You are on top of what is happening with a
tourists.
partner and others in general. You happen to be in
The closure stranded some 80
a better position to see the big picture.
on either side of the
barges
20)
-May
20
(April
TAURUS
channel. But the Coast Guard
*** A higher-up demands a lot of you, yet
because you do deliver, you will succeed. Don't
hoped to reopen it to some trafallow someone else to undermine you simply
fic later in the day, allowing
because you lose sight of your main objective.
those vessels to enter or leave
Listen to your inner voice. Take gratitude in the
the bay.
meant.
is
it
which
in
manner
"This spill — I think if we
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** Reach out for a new insight by asking
keep our fingers crossed — is
questions that don't make someone feel ill at ease.
not going to have the negative
You could be surprised by what is going on below
that it could have had,"
impact
the surface. Weigh the pros and cons of making a
Patterson, commiseffort.
the
Jerry
worth
said
be
not
might
it
comment sioner of the Texas General
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
***** Keep reaching out to someone you care
Land Office, the lead state
about Listen to news that surrounds a child or
agency on the response to the
commitlot
a
have
of
You'll
loved one carefully.
spill.
ments. so you need to choose your pnonties with,
The best-case scenario is for
care You might have difficulty coming up with soluBORN TODAY
most of the slick to remain in the
tions
Singer Marian Carey (1969), engineer Henry Gulf for several days or longer
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
forthright
more
a
with
situabe
Royce (1863), actress Jennifer Grey (1960)
could
You
****
••
•
and congeal into small "tar
tion than you have been in the past. Make a point

balls" that wash up further south
on the Texas coast, where they
could be picked up and
removed, Patterson said. Crews
from the General Land Office
are monitoring water currents
and the movement of the oil, he
said.
Parts of Galveston Island were
closed to the public as the
cleanup entered its third day.
Crews have laid booms around
environmentally sensitive areas.
Some black, tar-like globs,
along with a dark line of a
sticky, oily substance, were seen
along the shoreline of the Texas
City dike, a 5-mile jetty that juts
into Galveston Bay across from
a tip of Galveston Island.
Seawolf Park in Galveston, a
popular spot for fishermen and
tourists, was closed Monday
after small amounts of oil were
spotted in the water, manager
John McMichael said.
"Anytime you shut down the
park, it's going to have an economic impact," McMichael said.
"How much, we don't know
because we don't know how
long the park will be closed."
Jim Guidry, executive vice
president of Huston-based
Kirby Inland Marine Corp.,
which owned the barge. has said
the company — the nation's
largest operator of inland barges

— would pay for any cleanup
costs.
"We're very concerned. We're
focused on cleaning up," he
said.
Refineries in Texas City
appeared to have enough crude
oil on hand to continue operating until the ship channel can reopen, Patterson said.
Environmental groups said the
spill occurred at an especially
sensitive time and place. The
channel in Texas City, about 45
miles southeast of Houston, has
shorebird habitat on both sides,
and tens of thousands of wintering birds are still in the area.
At least 50 birds of six species
have needed treatment due to
the oil, said Richard Gibbons,
conservation director of the
Houston Audubon Society. The
species include sanderling,
ruddy turnstone and the
pelican.
white
American
Gibbons said.
Gibbons agreed that the
majority of the oil could wash
up as tar balls further south. If it
hits the coast sooner, it could
damage the natural habitat of
many more birds, he said.
The spill also suspended stateoperated ferry service between
Galveston and Port Bolivar,
affecting thousands of travelers.
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Tea years ago
Mr. and Mrs. James Euel Erwin
celebrated their 65th wedding
anniversary Sunday. March 21, at
the home of their daughter Linda
Workman and husband, Eddie.
Births reported included a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. John Tray is Bradley,
March 8.
Laker varsity baseball team
members were Carl Williams,
Logan Seas,. Seth Asher, Chase
Chrisman, Wes Neale, Colby
Starks, Taylor Thieke, Pete
Thackston,
Austin
McCuiston.Bryan Craig, Tyler
Brockman, Logan Schwettman,
Troy Lewis, Man Harris, Brian
Coles, Michael Birdsong. Ryan
Berberich, David Free, Wes
Claiborne, Tyler Boggess, Wes
Adams. Greg Ryan and Josh
Streetman.
Murray State University student
Nathan Lynn was the winner in the
adult division of the Kentucky
Opry Talent Search.
Twenty years ago
Mr. and Mrs. H. Bryan Jordan, of
Hardin, were celebrated their 50th
wedding anniversary today.
STAR events winners from the
Murray High School Chapter of
Future Homemakers of America
were Courtney Adams, Amberly
Vance, Ken Bazzell and Danette
Woods.
The Rev. Dennis Cobb was to be
the guest speaker at the Sunday
evening service of Lakeland
Apostolic Church. The Rev. James,
H. Cain was pastor.
Births reported included a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Gary. W. Smith,
March 8.
Jeremy Workman, Kyle Tracy
and Justin Rogers were pictured
playing in the 16-team Calloway
County All-Star Shootout in Racer
Arena.
Mary Jane Littleton was pictured
'showing the city council logo ideas
to be used in conjunction with the
upcoming sesquicentennial celebration.
Thirty years ago
Wendy Parker, representing the

Murray Woman's Club, won first
place in the piano contest of the
First District of Kentucky
Federation of Women's Clubs held
at Paducah. A freshman at
Calloway County High School, she
was a piano student of Mrs. Neale
Mason and is the daughter of Mr
and Mrs. Sam Parker.
Forty years ago
Marketia Orr, 17-year-old daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Dewey On,had
advanced through the Blood River
Associational Tournament held
March 25 and was to enter the
State Baptist Speakers event.
Roy Folsom, commander of
American Legion Post No.. 73, was
pictured presenting a check to
Mike Connors and Beth Wilson,
officers of the Murray High School
band, to help with expenses of the
band's trip to the Orange Bowl,
Mrs. Robert E. Johnson was pictured present?ng checks to the winners of the music contest sponsored
by the Music Department of the
Murray Woman's Club. Donna
Humphries was the first place winner and Anne Gregory was the runner-up.
Winners of the Student Division
Fashion Sewing Contest sponsored
by the Home Department of the
Murray Woman's Club were
Sherry Thornton, June Murdock
and Brenda Overcast.
Fifty years ago
Burl St. Clair, former president'
of the Kentucky Farm Bureau and
now on the Board of Directors, was
the speaker at a dinner meeting of
the four Adult Farmer Classes held
at New Concord School.
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Kimbro
were to celebrate their golden wedding anniversary March 29.
Sixty years ago
Garrett Beshear was to coach the
Murray Training School basketball
team next year. He was the coach at
Hazel last year.
Births reported included a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Adams,
March 21.
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DEAR ABBY: I have been married almost 20 years. Eight years
ago my wife began an emotional affair with a co-worker. It lasted a year, until he left the company. Although they never had
sex, they did have some physical
contact that most people would
consider inappropriate, and
my wife considered ending our marriage because
of the feelings
she had for
him. She now
says
the
episode was a
huge mistake
Dear Abby and she loves
me more than
By Abigail
ever.
Van Buren
The problem is, she
wrote many entries about him in
a journal. I know she kept writing about him several years after
they lost contact, including saying that she loved him more than
a year after he'd left.
I want my wife to remove the
portions of the journal pertaining
to this guy. She doesn't want to.
I'm still hurting from this and am
considering counseling, but for
now, what do you think? Should
she get rid of the journal? -CONSIDERING COUNSELING
CONSIDERING
DEAR
COUNSELING: Because you are
still hurting seven years after the
fact, stop "considering" counseling and get it NOW.
If your wife is a serious journal writer -- and many people are
-- that she would want her writings to remain intact in spite of
the fact they reflect her emotional affair is not unusual. If that's
the case, instead of insisting she
edit or destroy her journal.. my
advice is to stop reading it.
•
004.0

DEAR ABBY: I'm a 47-year-

old man who was single until
seven years ago. Then I met 'Maggie," the most wonderful woman
I had ever known. She wasn't the
hotsy-totsy one-tighter type I was
used to. She was a real woman
who fulfilled everything I had
ever dreamed of (including bringing a wonderful 4-year-old little
girl into my life). The biological
father is out of the picture.
Maggie had wrestled with some
health issues -- nothing serious until
last April, when she had surgery
Complications set in, and I lost
the only person who ever mattered, aside from our little girl.
My question is. since we were
never married, how do 1 refer to
Maggie when relating what happened? I am in the process of adopting her daughter and explanations
to strangers are tough. ("Wow,
you're taking on a child when
you don't HAVE to?") How do I
respond to these remarks? I know
this is a multi-part question, but
I have so many unanswered questions lately. I figured I'd ask you
for an opinion. -- GRIEVING IN
MISSOURI
DEAR GRIEVING: Although
you and Maggie weren't legally
married, you were a couple for
some time. I'm very sorry for
your loss. It would be accurate
to refer to her as your late significant other, your partner or
longtime girlfriend.
I would like to compliment
you for stepping up to care for
the girl when her biological father
did not. And I do have suggestions for how to respond to anyone insensitive enough to ask why
you would "take on" a child you
didn't "have to."
The first would be to ignore
the question. The second would
be to avoid such a person in the
future, and the third would be to
reply, "I love her like a daughter, want to make sure she's secure
and provided for, and THAT'S
why I'm doing it."

By the Associated Press
Today is Wednesday, March
26, the 85th day of 2014. There
are 280 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On March 26, 1964, the musical play "Funny Girl," starring
Barbra Streisand as Fanny Brice,
opened on Broadway.
On this date;
In 1812, an earthquake devastated CaracasAtenezuela, causing
an estimated 26,000 deaths,according to the U.S. Geological Survey.
In 1827, composer Ludwig van

I

ful satellite. Explorer 3.
Beethoven died in Vienna.
In 1962. the U.S. Supreme
In 1874, poet Robert Frost was
Court, in Baker v. Can, gave fedborn in San Francisco.
In 1892, poet Walt Whitman eral courts the power to order
reapportionment of states' legisladied in Camden, NJ.
In 1917, the Seattle Metropol- tive districts.
In 1982, groundbreaking cereitans became the first U.S. team
to win the Stanley Cup as they monies took place in Washington
defeated the Montreal Canadiens. 'D.C., for the Vietnam Veterans
, in 1937. a,4-foot-tall , statue of Memorial.
V
4
In 1997, the bodies qQ9 memthe cartoon character Popeye was
unveiled during the Second Annu- bers of the Heaven's Gate techal Spinach Festival in Crystal City. no-religious cult who'd committed suicide were found inside a
Texas.
In 1958, the U.S. Army rented mansion in Rancho Santa
launched America's third success- Fe, Calif.
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Cancer screening is recommended
for people at high risk
DEAR DOCTOR K: I'm a
longtime smoker Do I need to
be screened for lung cancer even
if I don't have any symptoms?
DEAR READER: Until recently, my answer would have been
"no." In the not-too-distant past.
screening of people without symptoms -- even smokers who were
at high risk -- was judged useless for lung cancer.
That's
because
screening for
lung cancer
involved
using standard
chest X-rays.
and they produced
too
many "false
positive•
Komaroff results: They
identified
By
Dr. Anthony "sr‘ns" in the
lungs
that
Komaroff
were harmless. And they also produced too
many "false negative" results: They
failed to find small, early and
potentially curable cancers. When
screening chest X-rays found lung
cancer, it was big and old enough
that it usually already was incurable.
Computed tomography (CT)
scans of the lungs, however, take
much clearer pictures than standard chest X-rays. Studies in recent
years have shown that when people are at high risk for developing lung cancer. CT scans find
many more small, cart), and potentially curable lung cancers -- with
an acceptable number of "false
positive" results. Most important,
the evidence is that current types
of CT do not just find cancers
early; they also save lives among
people who are at high risk for
getting lung cancer.
After advising for many years
against screening for lung cancer
(with standard chest X-rays or other
techniques), the U.S. Preventive
Services Task Force (USPSTF)
reviewed the latest studies. It now

recommends yearly tests for people at high nsk for lung cancer
The USPSTF as a group of experts
in evaluating scientific studies and
in preventive medicine.
Specifically, the USPSTF recommends annual, low-dose computed tomography (CT) scans of
the lungs for high-risk adults ages
55 to 79. You are considered highrisk if you have smoked for at
least 30 "pack-years." This could
be 30 years of smoking one pack
a day, 15 years at two packs a
day, or other equivalent combinations. Screening is recommended for anyone in this group who
is a current smoker or has quit
in the last 15 years.
Any kind of X-ray -- and Cl'
scans use X-rays -- involves radiation. Fortunately, the CT scanners that are used to screen for
lung cancer involve relatively little radiation. Most experts agree
that the radiation risks from screening with these scanners are very
small.
When it comes to lung cancer, however, prevention remains
even more important than early
detection. And the biggest change
you can make to prevent lung
cancer is not to smoke. If you
smoke now, commit to quit.
Quitting strategies include:
-- Behavior programs, such as
one-on-one counseling and support groups.
-- Nicotine replacement, available in many forms including skin
patches, chewing gum, lozenges.
nasal spray or inhalers.
-- Quit-smoking medications
such as varenicline (Chantix) and
buproprion (Zyban).
-- Hypnosis, acupuncture and
other alternative treatments.
If you fall into the USPSTF
high-risk categories, talk to your
doctor. The sooner you begin to
be screened, the earlier these tests
might detect a tumor. I've certainly changed my practice since
the USPSTF published its opinion.

Hints From Heloise
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I KNEW THE SECOND I
THOSE WORDS, THEY

SUMSTEAD, EITHER GET THIS
CONTRACT RIGHT OR DON'T EVEN
BOTHER LOOKING
I HEAR
AT IT
ihL/OU,
• BOSS

UTTERED

ALL WRONG!

IT'S NOT
JUST FOR
TOAST
Dear
Heloise:
With
so
many different jams and
jellies
to
by
choose from,
Heloise
I don't just
use it on toast
anymore. Here are a few of the
ways I use JAMS, JELLIES
AND PRESERVES:
* If you have no fresh fruit,
use a tablespoon of jam or jelly
on oatmeal in the morning.
* Take the top rind off your
favorite brie cheese, cover with
jam or jelly and bake until warm.
* Mix your favorite flavor with
cream cheese and serve with
crackers at your next party.
* Add to yogurt.
I hope other readers will try
some of these tasty hints. — Kelly
T in New York
BOILED DRY
Dear Heloise: The directions
for my coffee maker state to
glass coffee carafe
dispose of
if it has been boiled dry. I am
wondering, why? — Andree M.
in South Dakota
Very good question, and an

important safety one also! If a stamped (70 cents) envelope to:
Box
P.O.
coffee carafe has boiled dry, the Heloise/Vinegar,
concern is from what is referred 795001, San Antonio, TX 78279to as "dry-heating." After this 5001. Next time you boil potahas occurred, the glass may have toes, add a small amount of
been compromised, causing it to vinegar to the water. This keeps
crack the next time you go to the potatoes white while keepuse it. Rather than have that ing the part from turning dark!
happen, it is recommended that — Heloise
you replace the glass carafe DRYING SPONGES
Dear Heloise: We purchased
immediately. — Heloise
a metal wire napkin holder, which
CLEANER PANS
Dear Heloise: When I boil we keep near the kitchen sink.
dry beans (pinto, black beans, Wet sponges stored in the naplima, etc.). I thoroughly wish kin holder dry thoroughly.
Of course, we live on the
my stainless-steel cooking pan.
using hot water, soap and a front range of the Rocky Mounnylon scrubbie. However,the pan tains in Colorado. Relative
always dries with an ugly, whitish humidity of single digits is not
film covering the inside bottom uncommon. Having the sponges
surface. I just cover the bottom off the counter with airflow on
with a little white vinegar, let all sides should help in any cliit stand for a few minutes and mate. — Marcus R., Colorado
re-rinse. The pan dries bright Springs, Colo.
and sparkling! — A Reader in BUGPROOF
Dear Heloise: Most instant
Oregon
Isn't vinegar amazing? There rice and potatoes come in boxes
are so many ways to use it with a pull-out spout. After openaround the house (and it's inex- ing, I cover the entire end of
pensive and eco-friendly). I have the box with a sheet of clear
even more vinegar hints and plastic wrap and secure it with
recipes available in a six-page a tight rubber band around the
pamphlet, Heloise's Fantabulous box. No spills, and it keeps bugs
Vinegar Hints and More! You from getting in. — Mike in
can order one by sending $5 Kansas
and a long, self-addressed,
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WE'VE GOT THE CARS EVERYONE WANTS!
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Our Biggest Savings Ever on Camry and Prius!
Any tjew ..1114

Any New 2013

CAMRY

PRIUS
APR FINANCING

for6
MONTHS

Local Is
wide effor
The effo

PLUS
TOYOTA
BONUS
CASH

$11,5
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Includes Camry hybrids Prius Liftback model only Must be used thru Toyota Financial services Only 60 monthly payments of $1667 per $1000 borrowed
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PLUS $1000 TOYOTA BONUS CASH ON ANY NEW '14 SIENNA
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S #1864
4-door sedan

$0 Due at Signing

ToyotaCare
24 Mo. Lease
$0 Due at Signing
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'Due at signing includes $1500 TFS Lease Subvention Cash.
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MO.
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'13 HIGHLANDER GAS
'14 VENZA
'14 SIENNA
'14 TUNDRA CREWIMAX
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$0 Due at Signing

SO Due at Signing
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Made By Dealer
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Toyotare

ASK ABOUT OUR $1,000 MILITARY
& $750 COLLEGE GRAD REBATE PROGRAMS
THAT'S OVER & ABOVE ALL OTHER INCENTIVES!
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SEE YOUR LOCAL TOYOTA DEALER TODAY!
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1307 South 12th Street • Murray, KY • 270.753.4961
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